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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

In 1966, Mao Zedong initiated the decade-long Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution.  

Mao’s final campaign tore through China, leaving devastation in its wake as he worked to 

spread Communist ideology and consolidate his power.  Meanwhile, in France, mounting 

political and social tensions led to the eruption of street riots led by university students in 

May 1968.   It was around this time that a fringe group of university students, frustrated with 

the situation in their own country, looked outward for inspiration and found Maoism.  Their 

blind yet faithful identification with Maoism and the Cultural Revolution’s Red Guards 

creates the basis for a meaningful comparison between the Chinese Cultural Revolution and 

the events of May 1968, which the first chapter of this thesis explores.  Several years later, 

Tel Quel, an influential intellectual review, praised Maoism as the new in-vogue political 

ideology, and in 1974 the publication’s main contributors traveled to China.  The second 

chapter of this thesis analyzes the group’s writings on China from before and after the trip 

and reveals the dangers of adopting an ideology outside of its intended context.  This thesis 

examines a brief but significant moment in France’s historical relations with China and sheds 

light on perceptions of Maoism and the Cultural Revolution in the Western imagination. 
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Introduction 

 

From 1966 until his death in 1976, Mao Zedong orchestrated the Chinese Cultural 

Revolution, one of his campaigns intended “to change the ways people thought about key 

issues and social relationships” (Lieberthal 62) and preserve the ultimate power of the 

Chinese Communist Party.  Meanwhile, in France, students were simmering in an unrest 

that culminated in May of 1968 when violent protests broke out against the bureaucratic 

and hierarchical nature of the French government and its education system.  During the 

late sixties, some French groups began looking to the Chinese Cultural Revolution as a 

comparable social movement; for some, it became the inspiration for social changes 

needed in France.  Maoist offshoots of the French Communist Party even began to appear.  

French students conjured up images of Chinese students fighting against injustice and 

some attempted to emulate it with a fervor that director Jean-Luc Goddard captures in his 

1967 film La Chinoise.  This disillusioned spirit of revolutionary camaraderie piqued the 

French intellectual left’s interest in China.  Stemming from this fascination with the 

Cultural Revolution came a focus on China in fiction, journalistic literature and 

theoretical analyses among members of the French intellectual left who were curious to 

explore this “other” land that despite being very much on their radar, remained a mystery.   

Before examining the intricacies of these relationships, it is necessary to understand how 

each country got to the point of “revolution.” 
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China from 1949 to the Cultural Revolution 

 The Cultural Revolution in China was the culminating act of Mao Zedong’s time 

in power.  In the 1949 Communist Revolution, the People’s Liberation Army, under the 

Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) control, finally defeated the Guomindang (the 

Chinese Nationalist Party) after a civil war that had torn the country apart for many years. 

At this time, Mao was the leader of the party and on 1 October he proclaimed the 

establishment of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) that was to be ruled as a single-

party state by the CCP.  After having suffered through such a devastating and long-

lasting civil war, the China inherited by Mao had a number of problems looming ahead of 

it that the chairman felt he could eliminate through strategic reforms.  First, the new 

ruling party faced the challenge of building up a new state with a strong economy from 

one that was “economically backward” and entirely reliant upon agriculture (Saich 34).  

Second, the CCP, like many groups that come to power through force, faced the 

challenge of governing a country where there was still “considerable opposition to 

communist rule” (34). Mao felt that modernization and industrialization were in order, 

and through his Common Program for China he “urged work be centered on the planned, 

systematic rehabilitation and development of heavy industry” (Spence 490). Achieving 

the above goal would require a mobilization of the masses, which Mao felt could not be 

achieved without an ideological shift among the people.  

 Several components of Mao’s ideology require special attention. First is the idea 

of voluntarism. Voluntarism is a philosophical belief that “ascribed tremendous power to 

people’s volition and believed that the ability to mobilize the people to attack problems in 

a concerted way virtually equaled the ability to solve those problems” (Lieberthal 64). 
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Voluntarism was the driving forward behind many of Mao’s campaigns and often led to 

disastrous results. Second, Mao believed that struggle was necessary to building a new 

society.  This notion was contrary to the Confucian ideal of harmony that formerly 

dominated societal values in China.  Instead of maintaining a rigid social hierarchy where 

people knew their place, people should constantly struggle to “smash prevailing social 

inhibitions” and “create major social and political fault lines among” themselves 

(Lieberthal 69).  Presumably, Mao felt that ongoing class struggle would require a 

constant need for government intervention and help to clearly distinguish who was loyal 

to the party.  Instead, it created an unstable society that was difficult to rule and in which 

there was little accountability.  In addition to encouraging class struggle, Maoist ideology 

also called for a state of perpetual revolution.  In an internal document to senior CCP 

members, in 1958, Mao explained this idea and stated: “Our revolutions are like battles.  

After a victory, we must at once put forward a new task.  In this way, cadres and the 

masses will forever be filled with revolutionary fervor instead of conceit” (qtd. in Spence 

547).  Mao felt that if the masses were constantly pushed forward, mobilization could 

eventually lead to modernization.  What this fails to take into consideration are the ways 

in which constant revolution take toll on a country: its population and its natural 

recourses become exhausted before they have a chance to renew themselves, which can 

lead to devastation as in the cases of the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution.  

Mao was furthermore an advocate of egalitarianism which showed in his mass-line 

policies. The mass line was an attempt to ensure that the party never lost touch with the 

needs of its people by creating a hierarchical system that required certain party officials 

keep in direct contact with the populace to determine its needs.  These officials would 
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then report their findings on the people’s needs up through the various levels of 

government until they reached the top policy makers (Lieberthal 64).  Mao’s fear of 

dissent among the masses also led him to develop an anti-intellectual stance.   

Mao drew the cores of these principles from several influences and was largely 

impacted by how the Communist Party came to power.  The greatest influence on the 

development of Mao’s ideology came from the Communist Revolution.  Its legacies 

would impact how the newly instated Communist Party would function as head of state.  

Skocpol cites the revolution in China as the result of three factors: the breakdown of the 

central state and the military, widespread peasant rebellions, and political movements 

among the “marginal elite” (135).  The combination of these factors meant that a great 

deal of support for the Party came from rural and illiterate members of society.  It also 

explains how the People’s Liberation Army came to hold a great deal of power within the 

party and rule with a dictatorial style.   

Also growing out of the revolution and influencing the newly empowered 

Communist Party was the idea of Yan’an communism.  Yan’an was the CCP 

headquarters during the later years of the civil war after the armies of the Guomindang 

drove the CCP forces there during the Long March.  Sequestered in a small town, the 

Communist Party developed what Lieberthal defines as the “Yan’an Complex,” which 

was characterized by four major components.  These components are: a habit of 

decentralized rule, an emphasis on the local cadres’ loyalty to the party’s ideology, a 

preference for non-specialized officials, and the egalitarian idea that party officials should 

live among the people (51).  The Yan’an complex would later manifest itself through a 
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decentralized state run by regional officials, the mass line, and numerous reform 

campaigns.   

Soviet Communism also influenced the CCP.  Although Mao was at times critical 

of the Soviet style, its influence was unmistakable in the government set up in 

Communist PRC.  China’s new government divided power between three components: 

“the Communist Party, the formal government structure, and the army” (Spence 494). 

The formal government structure was designed so that it mirrored the hierarchical 

structure of the Party, a feature which was borrowed from the Soviets.  This setup usually 

meant that those on top in the Party were on top in the government.  Integral to the new 

governing structure were regional governments that stemmed from the CCP’s 

experiences during the civil war.  There were six regional governments, each with its own 

“unified military command” and a governing structure that “followed the tripartite nature 

of the central government itself: a government chairman, a first party secretary, a military 

commander, and an army political commissar” (497).  In hindsight, creating these 

regional bases of power in a country with a history of “tensions of regional and central 

authority” (498) was not the wisest decision. Sure enough, tensions arose and Mao’s 

attempts at handling the conflicts were often done in vain.  In general, China’s new 

government was meant to help the Communists meet three main goals: to ensure that the 

leaders in Beijing had enough “leverage to determine the national domestic agenda; to 

promote and manage rapid industrial development…; and to bring about guided social 

change” (Lieberthal 78).  Mao was very passionate about each of these goals and about 

keeping a top position within the Party for himself. He thus did everything in his power 
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to maintain his control and to modernize China – on social, ideological, and economic 

levels – regardless of the cost.  

 Mao’s attempts at change came in the form of campaigns. He believed these 

campaigns “prevented the bureaucracy from becoming too great an obstacle” to his own 

goals, helped “educate the populace” in his “values” (Lieberthal 67), and handled 

contradictions within society (Mao 265-66).  Mao’s earliest campaign began in 1951 and 

was organized to suppress counter-revolutionaries whom he feared would revolt against 

the new Party (Spence 44). His idea of how to handle the counter-revolutionaries was to 

“simply deprive them of their freedom of speech” (Mao 287).  The next two campaigns 

were the Three-Anti Campaign and the Five-Anti Campaign.  The Three-Anti Campaign 

lasted from August 1951 until June 1952 and focused on eliminating corruption, waste, 

and bureaucratism within the party.  The targets of the Five-Anti Campaign, which lasted 

from January to June 1952, were businessmen.  The goal was to prevent corruption and to 

stop private businessmen from going against state regulations (Spence 44).  Furthermore, 

because of Mao’s anti-intellectual stance, intellectuals often found themselves to be the 

targets of reeducation campaigns, which consisted of thought control exercises and 

manual labor camps.  The prolonged crackdown on intellectuals led to a lack of 

innovation and a want of specialists with the expertise needed to bring about the 

modernization for which Mao hoped.  To fill the gap in innovation, he organized the 

Hundred Flowers Campaign in the spring of 1957.  In a January 1957 speech, Mao stated 

that “the policy of letting a hundred flowers blossom and a hundred schools of thought 

contend is designed to promote the flourishing of arts and the process of science; it is 

designed to enable a socialist culture to thrive in our land” (285).  Predictably, the 
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response from intellectuals was largely critical of the system Mao had set up and the 

Hundred Flowers Campaign was swiftly replaced with an Anti-Rightist Campaign to 

punish and purge those who had chosen to show their opposition.  Mao’s final grand 

campaign before the Cultural Revolution was the Great Leap Forward that started in 1958.  

The Great Leap Forward was greatly inspired by Mao’s desire to industrialize and the 

need to produce domestic capital after China’s split with the Soviets, who had been 

providing China with aid and advice on economic planning (Lieberthal 103).  The Great 

Leap pushed for extremely high levels of production to be reached in underdeveloped, 

rural areas without the aid of state resources.  It also called for the complete 

collectivization of agriculture and a weakened military hierarchy. The goals were 

“egalitarianism, experimentation, ideological fervor, mass mobilization,” and voluntarism 

(Lieberthal 104). The result was inefficiency, famine, and the eventual development of a 

state with a “highly exploited rural society” and a “privileged urban society” (110). This 

inequality would become one of the impetuses for the Cultural Revolution in 1966. 

 

The French Communist Party 

 While China was experiencing its Cultural Revolution in the late 1960s, those on 

the intellectual and political left in France were beginning to feel unhappy with the 

current social climate.  Their displeasure culminated with the events of May 1968, which 

were intended to spur a social revolution. Many of the intellectuals who ended up visiting 

and writing on China during the early 1970s were part of the May 1968 movement. Also 

very active and vocal in this movement were members of the Parti communiste français 

(PCF).  Among its members were those who sympathized or identified with the Chinese, 
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including some who went so far as to declare themselves Maoists.  Tracing the PCF’s 

increased visibility and activity after World War II is useful in understanding how a pro-

Chinese Maoist movement was able to splinter off from the party.   

 During World War II, the French Communists contributed to the anti-German 

resistance throughout the duration of France’s occupation.  After the war, the party came 

out with a moderate position under the “interests of national unity” and its members were 

able to gain positions in office until 1947 (Lottman 249-50).  During the post-war period, 

the Communist Party also became of interest to intellectuals who had contributed to the 

resistance. The support from intellectuals gave the party credibility as it started to gain 

popularity with its numerous publications, including several notable periodicals such as 

Les Lettres Françaises, La Nouvelle Critique, and L’Humanité (250-1).  During this time, 

the PCF also participated in international Communist events organized by the Soviet 

Union and held firmly to Soviet-style Communism, with Party leaders taking their orders 

from Moscow.  Eventually, by the late 1950s, after Stalin’s death, members of the PCF 

began questioning the Party leaders’ decision to take direction from the Soviets because 

of the increasing awareness of conditions in the Soviet Union under Stalin.  By the 1960s, 

the mainstream communist movement had begun leaning toward a more parliamentary 

road to socialism (Seidman 24).  The questioning of Party leadership and of the Party’s 

initial ideology made the party vulnerable to fragmentation.  Sure enough, by the mid 

1960s, several splinter groups had broken away from the party.  Notable splinter groups 

include student factions such as the Union des étudiants communistes (Union of 

Communist Students - UEC) who felt alienated by the more moderate position taken up 

by the main Party leaders.   
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 Also by the early 1960s, the Maoist cells that had formed within the PCF began to 

break away from the Party.  The first of these groups was the Parti Communiste 

Marxiste-Léniniste de France (Marxist-Leninist Communist Party of France - PCMLF), 

which was officially recognized by the Chinese Communist Party (Fields 152). Seidman 

notes that those most receptive to Maoist thought were the revolutionaries who were 

“critical of Soviet Revisionism” and against the “perceived parliamentarianism of the 

mainstream left” (25).  Fragmentation also occurred in some of the Communist Party’s 

splinter groups.  For example, in 1964 six hundred young Maoists formed the Union des 

jeunesses communistes marxistes-léninistes (UJCml) after being expelled from the UEC.  

This group was very active in the years leading up to May 1968 and “emphasized the 

working class as the only revolutionary force and consequently disdained ‘petty 

bourgeois’ students” (Seidman 26).  They were also learning from the Cultural 

Revolution that “students must desert en masse to the workers’ side” (26).  While the 

young Maoists’ disillusionment regarding the Chinese Cultural Revolution will be 

discussed in more detail later on, it will suffice to say that the PCMLF did recognize that 

the students were in no position, and lacked the experience, to take on the workers’ fight 

(Fields 153).  By May 1968, the Maoists in France were divided not only over the 

generational gap, but also over questions on how to evolve French Maoism.  Nevertheless, 

they participated actively in the organizing of the “revolution” and remained relevant for 

several years afterward.  
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French Intellectuals Writing on China 

 French student Maoists were not the only ones taking an interest in China during 

the Cultural Revolution.  Many writers and young intellectuals in France at the time, after 

witnessing and reflecting upon the events of May 1968, became interested in the idea of 

mobilizing the masses against an oppressive state and saw China as an example of this 

phenomenon. The Telquelians were one group with such an interest in China.  Tel Quel 

was an avant-garde publication. While it was mainly a literary review, it also published 

articles concerning politics, philosophy, and science. Tel Quel published two issues on 

China in 1972, and in 1974 the publication’s four main writers (Philippe Sollers, Julia 

Kristeva, Roland Barthes, and Marcelin Pleynet) voyaged to China.  This trip prompted 

another China-focused issue of Tel Quel in the autumn of 1974 and several other writings 

that will be examined in this thesis.  Sollers contributed several articles that offered 

political and social commentary of China under Mao. Kristeva published a social 

commentary on the state of Chinese women, Des Chinoises.  Kristeva, Barthes, and 

Pleynet also published more personalized accounts of their time spent in China.  For 

Kristeva, this takes the form of a “Chinois” chapter in her novel Les Samouraïs.  Barthes 

published his Carnets du voyage en Chine and Pleynet published Le voyage en Chine : 

chronique du journal ordinaire, 11 avril – 3 mai 1974 : extraits.  

  

Thesis Structure 

The first chapter of this thesis will provide a comparison between the Chinese 

Cultural Revolution and the May 1968 movement in France.  Aspects to be compared 

include the social and political ideologies of each “revolution,” the roles played by the 
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Chinese and French governments, respectively, and the position of students within each 

of the revolutions.  The next chapter will focus on the Telquelians who published on 

China during the period of the Cultural Revolution and what their perceptions of China 

were at the time.  It will also explore their motivations for writing on China; for example, 

to what extent was their fascination with China formed or shaped by their experiences in 

France of the late 1960s?  In addition, were they trying to accomplish anything in France 

by bringing attention to the Chinese Cultural Revolution, and if so, what?  Were certain 

genres more effective at accomplishing certain goals?  Finally, a conclusion will examine 

the study’s larger implications and attempt to situate it in a more macro context. 
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Chapter 1: 

Comparing the Chinese Cultural Revolution and France’s Social “Revolution” of 

1968 

 

 The aim of this chapter is to compare the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution in 

China that occurred between 1966 and 1976 and the social movements that occurred in 

France during 1968.  While on a most superficial level similarities exist between the 

actions that took place in France and China during the late 1960s, a deeper look reveals 

two very different scenes.  In China, the Cultural Revolution was orchestrated from the 

top down by a dictator bent on promoting his ideology as the only acceptable ideology 

for the people.  Politics at the time were extremely volatile and there was widespread 

violence that caused the people of China to live in fear of becoming the campaign’s next 

targets.  In France social unrest resulted in the now infamous events of May 1968.  Left-

wing students and intellectuals took the streets to protest the oppressive bureaucracy of 

the French education system and to revolt again those in authority.  There was violence 

and there was destruction of property, but not nearly to the extent that occurred in China.  

Though May 1968 is sometimes popularly referred to as a student revolution, whether the 

students produced enough social change to have actually achieved a revolution is 

debatable.  

 This chapter will start with an analytical description of Great Proletarian Cultural 

Revolution.  Special attention will be paid to the Red Guard phase of the Revolution as 

the Red Guards were those emulated by the students in France hoping to stage their own 

revolution.  The next section will deal with France during the period around May 1968.  
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It will highlight the actions of French Maoists who identified with the cause of the 

Chinese Red Guards.  A final section will regard critically the two revolutions to 

determine to what extent the comparisons drawn between them were realistic and to what 

extent the French students at the time were simply disillusioned; moreover, it will 

hypothesize about what allowed for such similarities to be concocted when, in hindsight, 

the events were clearly very different in purpose and magnitude.   

 

The Chinese Cultural Revolution 

Purpose of the Cultural Revolution and the Conditions that made it Possible 

As the introduction of this thesis makes clear, Mao Zedong held onto a very 

grandiose vision of the China he would create and wholly believed that he alone held the 

power to orchestrate the changes needed to mold China and the Chinese people to fit his 

vision.  Between 1961 and 1966, still reeling from the devastating effects and inequalities 

left by the Great Leap Forward, the Chinese were subject to several more campaigns that 

culminated in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution.  Similar to the campaigns 

discussed in the introduction, Mao enacted the Cultural Revolution partially as a response 

to the threats to his power after the failure of previous campaigns.  Since it was 

influential officials and members of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) who harbored 

the most potential to undermine Mao’s authority, the Cultural Revolution largely targeted 

Party members.  Mao also intended for there to be a revolution of the masses with the 

purpose of preparing the population of China for a purely socialist state.   This section 

will cover the goals of the Cultural Revolution, what made it (and its continuation) 
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possible, the main phases of the Revolution and their respective impacts on its trajectory, 

the Red Guards, and, finally, the lasting impact left by the Cultural Revolution.  

 The main purpose of the Chinese Cultural Revolution was to purge the Party and 

the country of those who were against Mao’s ideology.  In a decision adopted on 8 

August 1966 and published the following day in the People’s Daily (the Party’s official 

newspaper), the CCP’s Central Committee declared the anti-Party, anti-socialist Rightists 

to be the main targets of a new revolution (39). The Rightists were viewed as revisionists 

who promoted capitalism and wanted to lead China astray from the Socialist path.  The 

Party leaders viewed them as members of an up-and-coming bourgeois class that 

harbored “tendencies to restore capitalism” (Chesneaux 154).  Their presence tarnished 

the vision of the new society.  The official stance of the CCP Central Committee aimed to 

ensure that through the course of the Revolution these enemies “must be fully exposed, 

hit hard, pulled down, and completely discredited and their influence eliminated” (39).  

Such strong rhetoric coming from the Party’s executive authority could explain why its 

younger members would so easily be riled up and drawn to the cause.  It could also 

explain why things would eventually become extremely violent.  The goals behind 

removing these new elites from their positions in the Party were reducing inequality and 

materialistic incentives and an erasure of the distinctions between rural and urban 

workers.  

 Mao was also invested in upholding the people’s commitment to his ideology and 

felt that the goal of educational work should be a greater understanding of his ideology.  

Mao saw pure intellectualism as useless (presumably because intellectuals were the ones 

who in the past had most heavily criticized his rule) and believed that the goal of 
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education should be to teach practical skills.  These “practical” studies, as outlined by the 

CCP Central Committee, included “industrial work, farming, and military affairs,” as 

well as revolutionary struggle (40).  The heart, then, of education reforms during the 

Cultural Revolution was to “level the hierarchy of cultural capital” (Andreas 508) as 

historically the acquisition of cultural capital was an option only for the most wealthy and 

well-connected families. At Mao’s insistence, the Central Committee released the official 

stance of the Party on the matter of education which read: “In this great cultural 

revolution, the phenomenon of our schools being dominated by bourgeois intellectuals 

must be completely changed” so as to avoid the formation of a new bourgeois class, 

which Mao feared was already starting to happen (473).  “Completely changed,” as will 

be explained in further detail later, came to mean undermined, violently attacked, and 

torn down.   The military was another state institution that faced reform during the 

Revolution as Mao also wished to eliminate the hierarchy within it and do away with 

ranks.  As the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) had a great deal of power and influence 

within the Communist Party, it seems logical that Mao would wish to do away with high-

ranking officers as they could potentially pose a threat to his own authority.   

Mao’s fear of any perceived threats to his power combined with an increasingly 

factionalized CCP are just two conditions that made it possible for an event like the 

Cultural Revolution to occur.  Mao worried that factions within the Party would lead to 

those with divergent opinions gaining influence and attempting to take over his position.  

Due to his constant state of fear, Mao ordered radical policies to be put in place to 

eliminate any potential opponents.   The main split that had emerged by 1966 was 

between a conservative group led by a veteran party leader named Peng Zhen, who was 
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cautious about accepting Mao’s ideology outright and a radical Maoist faction led by 

Mao’s wife Jiang Qing (Spence 571).  The conservative group was close to Liu Shaoqi 

and Deng Xiaoping, who both later become targets of the Cultural Revolution for their 

critique of the Great Leap Forward.  Jiang’s group claimed that these divergent opinions 

were “of a sinister anti-Party and anti-Socialist line” (572), and when the split between 

the two groups heated up over the handling of how to censor some “questionable” 

literature, the radical Maoists believed an overhaul of China’s cultural system was needed.  

They felt that the “Chinese Cultural Garden was overgrown with ‘anti-socialist poisonous 

weeds’” being nurtured by those with “bourgeois” and “revisionist” ideas about literature 

and art (572).  Lin Biao, a leader in the PLA, boldly stated: “If the proletariat does not 

occupy the positions in literature and art, the bourgeoisie certainly will.  This struggle is 

inevitable” (qtd. in Spence 572).  Indeed it was, as shortly after this proclamation the 

purging of anyone who spoke out against Mao’s cultural reform policies began and 

turmoil began brewing among the public.   

Despite the fact that there were factions within the CCP, Mao’s ideology was still 

dominant throughout China.  His ability to maintain control over the country’s leading 

ideology and, subsequently, the Chinese population, in addition to the heroic role he 

played during the Chinese Communist Revolution, created a cult of personality around 

him.  The argument could be made that having a leader whose authority rested in his 

charismatic nature is another condition that primed China for the Cultural Revolution.  As 

in the past with previous campaigns, Mao used his power to pass reforms and promote 

initiatives that he could count on being carried out enthusiastically by Party members and 

the Chinese public.  This argument is supported by the fervor of the Red Guards who 
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rallied under Mao’s name, creating large character posters that bore his image and 

heralded him as the savior of the students, workers, and peasants.  It is also supported by 

documents produced by the Party during the early stages of the Cultural Revolution.  

China’s first premier Zhou Enlai, in a letter to the Capital University Red Guard 

Revolutionary Rebel Headquarters, wrote that “there can only be one criterion of truth, 

and that is to measure everything against Mao Zedong Thought.  Whatever accords with 

Mao Zedong Thought is right” (27).  This sentiment was also held by the CCP Central 

Committee which wrote that “Mao Zedong’s thought should be taken as the guide to 

action in the Cultural Revolution…The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution is bound to 

achieve brilliant victory under the leadership of the Central Committee of the Party 

headed by Chairman Mao Zedong” (42).  Such veneration of an individual who, despite 

not having an official role in the Chinese government, has the personal authority to rule 

the country, explains how Mao was able to take his idea for a Cultural Revolution and 

bring it into full fruition.  It should be noted that while these statements may be biased as 

they were produced by Party members who risked their positions if they questioned Mao 

Zedong Thought, their intensity is very telling and the cult of personality surrounding 

Mao is undeniable as a central condition that allowed for the Cultural Revolution to 

penetrate seemingly every aspect of Chinese life.  

In addition to the disturbances in Party politics and Mao’s all-encompassing 

sphere of influence, there were several societal conditions that made the Cultural 

Revolution possible to the great extent that it was.  First of all, there was a generation of 

youths anxious to take a revolutionary cause and engage in the struggle constantly 

promoted by Chairman Mao.  The mounting excitement for a revolution combined with 
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the frustration that social mobility was nearly impossible made for the perfect storm 

when Mao called for a revolution that would, theoretically, remove all of the barriers to 

social mobilization
1
.  Chinese society also shared the collective experience of Mao’s 

previous campaigns, which definitely impacted how easily Cultural Revolution policies 

were passed down.  Mao’s administration of the Great Leap Forward, for example, 

involved “labeling people, putting people under monitors, and increasing compliance in 

fearsome campaigns,” which led to an acceptance of violence, a breakdown of personal 

relationships, and the idea that there was nowhere to escape from the revolution (White 

307).  Thus, under the powerful and charismatic leadership of Mao Zedong, the already 

vulnerable Chinese population was subject to the hold of the Cultural Revolution that 

lasted for what would become ten of the most defining years in Chinese history. 

 

Course of Events 

The most iconic images of the Cultural Revolution come from its first stage: the 

mobilization of the Red Guards.  Though this stage was brief, about one year, it was 

responsible for much of the violence and destruction that occurred during the Revolution.  

Because the Red Guards were such a crucial part of the Cultural Revolution and because 

it was the Red Guards that earned the most attention among the young French Leftists, 

the next section will deal exclusively with the Red Guards, their formation, mobilization, 

their suppression, and their legacy.  For now, it should suffice to say that the Red Guard 

                                                 
1
 Realistically, even if the Cultural Revolution were to have Mao’s desired results, the 

lack of social mobility would likely remain an issue for most of the Cultural Revolution’s 

participants because Mao had no intention of eliminating single-party rule or decreasing 

the power and privilege of the Party.  Therefore, social mobility would still be available 

only to those who had strong connections in the Party. 
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stage lasted from spring 1966 (the inception of the Cultural Revolution) until early 1967 

when the next phase of the revolution, that of the military revolution, began.  

 Since the early 1960s, Lin Biao, an influential leader of the PLA, had been 

instructing the army in Maoist Thought.  By 1965 he took an extreme leftist step of 

abolishing ranks and insignia in the military so that officers and men would be 

indistinguishable from each other. Lin believed that the PLA could be “the mainstay of 

hope of the Chinese people and the revolutionary people of the world” and play an 

important role in the Cultural Revolution (Spence 570).  The PLA first entered onto the 

scene in 1967 when it was mobilized to take back Shanghai from a group of students who 

had occupied the city offices (578).  For the next year the PLA, which, thanks to Lin, was 

well versed in Maoist ideology, began intervening wherever the Red Guards got out of 

hand.  Naturally there was a great deal of violence between the Red Guards and the PLA 

and there was very little civil order in the cities until mid-1968.  The mobilization of the 

PLA against the Red Guards is interesting because, unlike the majority of student 

rebellion groups, the Red Guards were mobilized by the Party in a top-down fashion and 

were essentially Mao’s primary tool in the Cultural Revolution.  That they were 

suppressed by the same type of top-down initiative that mobilized them just goes to 

shows some of the limitations of Mao’s power.  Once he riled up the students, he was 

unable to rein them back in with ideology; violence was the only answer.  Occurring 

simultaneously during the military revolution was the Campaign to Purify Class Ranks, 

which once again demonstrates Mao’s distrust of the bourgeoisie and the intellectuals.  

This campaign involved using Workers’ Mao-Thought Propaganda Teams to investigate 

any Party cadre that could be considered to have “bad elements” (Spence 582).  These 
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“bad elements” were sent to thought re-education “schools” that would be better 

described as hard labor and indoctrination camps.  It would be interesting to know 

whether or not there was international knowledge at the time of what actually happened 

at the “schools,” because during a visit of French left-wing intellectuals to China in the 

1970s, questions about the camps came up and there was a desire among some members 

of the group to visit them.  Such demands were barely taken into consideration by the 

visitors’ Chinese handlers.   

 The final stage of the Cultural Revolution was mainly political and revolved 

around who was going to succeed Mao after his death.  At first, Lin Biao, a military 

officer who had shown his loyalty to Mao when he indoctrinated the military in Maoist 

ideology through the use of Mao’s Little Red Book, was considered next in line to be 

Chairman of the CCP.  Mao, however, worried that Lin would try to preemptively seize 

power and therefore, within the course of about a year, Lin went from being a well-

respected leader of the Army to a personal target of Mao.  Lin was publically discredited 

and put through the ringer politically so that he was not able to climb up to a higher 

position.  He ended up dying “mysteriously” in a plane crash in late 1971.  Today, it is 

popularly suspected that his plane crash was not accident, but rather a way for Mao to 

eliminate a potential rival.  The death of the heir apparent led to a succession battle that 

would make up the last years of the Cultural Revolution (from 1973 to Mao’s death in 

1976).  The two main contenders were Mao’s wife, Jiang Qing, who played a large role 

during the mobilization phases of the Cultural Revolution, and Zhou Enlai.  It was a 

battle between radicals and moderates, split along the same line that fragmented the Party 

prior to the beginning of the Revolution.  The influence of each group waxed or waned 
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depending on the year, and when Mao Zedong died in 1976, his chosen successor, Hua 

Guofeng, previously a political nobody, took his position even though his only claim to 

legitimacy was Mao’s word.  Hua’s coming to power and the arrest of the Gang of Four – 

a radical group within the CCP who orchestrated some of the more violent mobilizations 

of the Revolution and whose members included Mao’s wife Jiang Qing, Zhang Chunqiao, 

Yao Wenyuan, and Wang Hongwen – symbolized the end of the Cultural Revolution. 

  

The Red Guards 

The Red Guards were students mobilized during the Cultural Revolution to carry 

out Mao’s initiatives against threats to the new Socialist order.  Mao had previously 

shown an enthusiastic desire to introduce a new generation to revolutionary campaigns 

and struggle, so when the students in Beijing began displaying signs of dissatisfaction 

and unrest, Mao acted proactively.  In 1966, Nie Yuanzi, a radical philosophy professor 

at Peking University, hung a large character poster on the walls of the university 

attacking its administration, which she claimed was controlled by the bourgeoisie.  After 

this, students began protesting and the turmoil even spread to the high schools.  Some of 

the moderates, like Deng Xiaoping and Liu Shaoqi, wanted to send in teams to squelch 

these movements, but Mao, under the guidance of the Gang of Four, decided instead to 

use them as his tool, issuing them arm bands and declaring them officially to be “the 

vanguard of the new revolutionary upheaval” (Spence 574).  Mao thus had at his disposal 

a pseudo-army that was eager to tear down authority figures and [that] was young and 

inexperienced enough to blindly follow his authority and ideology.  The Red Guards 
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began as the perfect solution to the question of how Mao was going to orchestrate his 

revolution. 

 The first stage of the Red Guard mobilization involved the shutting down of 

schools and universities so that students would have time to plan out the revolution and 

study Maoist ideology.  The students were seemingly happy to have a break from their 

normal coursework. As a Red Flag (a publication of the CCP) commentator notes: “what 

the Red Guards love most of all is to read Chairman Mao’s works and follow his 

teachings…they carry with them copies of Quotations from Mao Zedong” (44).  The 

claim that reading Mao was what the Red Guards “loved the most” was probably a 

stretch of the truth, but the idea that they carried around his teachings with them is 

supported by the images and pictures that are considered representative of the Cultural 

Revolution period.  Noticing their eagerness, Mao ordered the Red Guards to reclaim 

their schools and take down any teacher or administrator guilty of showing any sign of 

bourgeois oppression.  The Red Guards were also zealous in their pursuit of destroying 

the “Four Olds” (customs, habits, culture, and thinking), which Mao blamed for all of the 

problems in Chinese society.   

 During the first stages of their mobilization, the activities of the Red Guards 

seemed fairly common as far as student demonstrations go.  They demonstrated and 

participated in the distribution of Maoist propaganda and posted large character posters 

around their schools to show their distrust of authority.  Some posters featured images of 

the Red Guards actively destroying the “old world,” while others showed enthusiastic 

students gathering around Mao with their Little Red Books.  There were also images that 

idealized the hardworking peasant farmer in the pristine countryside.  At first the students 
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were praised for their actions, for how well they stayed in accordance with Mao’s 

thinking and for how they “ruthlessly castigated, exposed, criticized, and repudiated the 

culture of the bourgeoisie” (Red Flag Commentator 44).  Mao even issued a set of 

regulations through the PLA General Staff and General Political Department in August 

1966 which forbade the PLA and the police from intervening in the Red Guards’ actions.  

The regulations contained explicit instructions such as “No part of the armed forces may 

under any circumstance suppress the revolutionary student movement by force” and “The 

army should not become involved when students clash with other students or with the 

masses” (PLA General Staff 48-49).  However, charged with the task of demolishing the 

old, and seemingly invincible to any consequence, the Red Guards quickly let their power 

get to their heads and they began seizing control in the places where they had displaced 

the leading authorities.  This was not part of Mao’s plans for the Red Guards and he 

began to question his original August 1966 stance.  

 The last straw for Mao came in 1967 when the Red Guard students seized the 

Shanghai city offices.  Shanghai was too large and influential a city to be in the hands of 

unruly students.  The students’ power seizure led to paralysis in the city and an increase 

in the conflicts between the student Red Guards and the worker Red Guards and the PLA 

was sent in to “restore order” (Spence 578).  From this point on, the PLA intervened 

whenever the students caused disorder and in the summer of 1967 a group of radical Red 

Guard leaders was arrested.  The destruction and demolition carried out by the Red 

Guards was no longer seen as making way for a new society, but rather as civil 

disturbances.  By October 1968, the highest authorities of the Communist Party were 

calling for the reopening of schools, which had to “conscientiously implement Chairman 
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Mao’s directives about combating selfishness and repudiating revisionism” and preparing 

to accept Mao’s new educational reforms (CCP Center 76).  Most of the public violence 

ended.  At the time, revolutionaries praised the Red Guards and said that “The 

revolutionary initiative of the Red Guards has shaken the whole world” (Red Flag 

Commentator 43).  In a sense this assertion is true as the Red Guards phase is the best-

remembered stage of the Cultural Revolution and the phase most valorized by students in 

other countries (like France) who hoped to stage their own social revolutions.  

 

Lasting Impact on the Cultural Revolution 

 The Chinese Cultural Revolution was a devastating event that shook up the 

country for ten years.  The memory and lessons of that period have had a great impact on 

Chinese society.  The first of these impacts was political.  The Cultural Revolution nearly 

tore apart the Communist Party, and the anxiety and instability caused by Mao’s 

impending death demonstrated that the Party desperately needed a system for succession.  

After witnessing the mishandling of certain Cultural Revolution events and the 

disorganized succession battle, the population of China became more critical of the one-

party system and more aware of its failures.  There also started to be an increased reliance 

on guanxi, or personal relationships, in politics because people did not know whom they 

could trust outside of their circles and sometimes the only way to get by was to secure 

favors through personal connections with Party members. 

 There were also deeper societal impacts.  For example, an experience as traumatic 

as the Cultural Revolution requires a long recovery period.  Thurston, in a study done 

nearly ten tears after Mao’s death, found that many members of the Cultural Revolution 
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generation felt “burdened with deep psychological wounds” (5).  She writes that the 

Chinese suffered from what seemed to resemble a sort of collective post-traumatic stress 

disorder (6).  Those who were of student age during the Cultural Revolution also suffered.  

They were pulled out of school, torn from their families, sent around the country, and 

encouraged to engage in revolutionary violence.  When the ten years of the Cultural 

Revolution had passed, so had their main formative years, which created a “lost” 

generation that grew into adulthood during a time of chaos. 

 

Meanwhile, in France… 

Political and Social Atmosphere in France prior to May 1968 

France during 1950s and early 1960s was recovering from the devastation it 

experienced during the Second World War while at the same time adjusting to a new 

regime.  The social and political atmosphere of the Fifth Republic, established in 1958 

after the French faced a crisis in the Algerian war for independence, created the prime 

conditions for unrest.  The events of May 1968 resulted from the combination of those 

conditions and the growing dissatisfaction of the youth.  Charles de Gaulle, a military 

general and a prominent historical figure in French politics, founded the Fifth Republic; 

when writing its constitution he created an extremely powerful executive position which 

he himself would fill until 1969.  While de Gaulle cannot be held solely responsible for 

the students’ actions in May, the institutional structures he helped to create were the 

general targets of people’s dissatisfaction.  For example, the extremely strong and 

centralized presidential position weakened parliament and removed the intermediaries 

essential to the checks and balance systems in place in other Western democracies 
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(Singer 28).  The French citizens believed, rightly so, that this position put too much 

power into the hands of a single person.  Due to the glorification the revolution of 1789 

that first overthrew monarchical rule in France and the constant reminders of the 

consequences of a few overly authoritative individuals who had come in and out of  

power since then, many French citizens viewed de Gaulle’s supposed infallibility and the 

far-reaching influences of Gaullism with scorn.  In addition to these structural changes in 

the government, de Gaulle pushed for structural changes in the economy. During this 

time, France became more dependent on foreign trade and industry grew quickly and 

became more concentrated (Singer 28).  While the dependence on foreign trade made 

France’s economy more vulnerable to fluctuations in the global trade cycle and the 

concentration of industry led to shifting employment patterns, France was ultimately 

becoming richer and a more influential player in international markets as per de Gaulle’s 

plans.  But, as Singer points out, “it was little consolation for poor Frenchmen that their 

country was rich” (39). 

The French population’s growing discontent with Gaullism was reflected in the 

polls when de Gaulle was up for reelection.  Francois Mitterrand, a left-wing candidate, 

posed the greatest threat to de Gaulle’s position and his influence among left-wingers and 

other anti-Gaullists prevented de Gaulle from winning an absolute majority in the first 

round of voting.  Even though de Gaulle ended up earning the majority of votes in the 

second round of elections, and ultimately winning the race, the fact that he did not win 

the first round as expected was a sign that political expectations were starting to change.  

With de Gaulle’s time in office drawing to an end during the late 1960s and a new 

election on the horizon for 1969, the new frenzy of political preoccupation led many to 
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overlook some of the social changes that were happening during this time, particularly 

the social changes affecting the university system. 

 Entrance to French universities has been predicated on the belief that if a high 

school student in his or her final year successfully passed the baccalaureate exams, they 

would be able to gain admittance into a school in the French public university system.  

The grandes écoles, far more selective universities outside the system, were also an 

option for students coming from more elite backgrounds who had connections with the 

schools and a certain degree of financial well-being to make themselves competitive 

candidates.  Since attendance at a grande école granted a student certain privileges, like 

more hope for success in the job market, this section will focus primarily on the uprisings 

in schools within the public university system.  The first factor impacting the French 

university system was the post-World War II baby boom.  By the mid-sixties, this 

upsurge in population led to an increase in the number of college-aged students who 

faced overcrowding in universities without enough room to accommodate the increasing 

number of students.  Furthermore, reforms, such as the Fouchet Plan proposed by de 

Gaulle, which outlined plans to divide higher education into cycles (opening up to the 

problem of the perception of “cheapened degrees”) and abolishing the free university 

system, made it more and more clear to students that class distinctions defined the 

structure of the French higher-education system (Singer 46-49).  This perception of an 

oppressive, class-biased system combined with the higher set of critical thinking skills 

that normally come with being a university student, made for a student body that was not 

only aware of a problem, but conscious of how to go about correcting the problem.  The 

students wanted an overhaul of France’s higher education system; the goal of the 
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university should be “to teach its students to learn, to encourage intellectual initiative, 

[and] independence” (Singer 43).   Specifically this would mean less emphasis on exams, 

less centralized authority, less bureaucracy, increased interaction between students and 

professors, and a re-evaluation of the traditional lecture-style courses that discouraged 

student discourse.  Unsurprisingly, student complaints extended beyond just the academic 

sphere as the students began to notice the other inequalities inherent in France’s social 

system, which was rigidly hierarchical. In short, the political and social atmosphere of 

France during the Gaullist years left France in such a state that the outbreak of some 

popular movement seemed nearly inevitable.  

 

Maturation and Growth of French Student Maoism 

 

 As the influence and popularity of leftist and anti-Gaullist movements grew, so 

did their polarization over a variety of issues.  As mentioned in the introduction, one 

group becoming increasingly factionalized was the French Communist Party (PCF).  

Since the PCF had been doing well in office, the leaders were becoming increasingly 

willing to lean to whichever side allowed it to maintain the approval of the public.  PCF 

leaders were remaining, for the most part, staunchly Stalinist despite more information 

being made available about the Soviet Union under Stalin.  This factionalization and 

strict Stalinist leaning led some French communists to search for alternative sources of 

inspiration for the communist cause, and various splinter groups started branching out 

and forming their own organizations.  This phenomenon was not unique to the main party.  

Marginalized members of the Union des étudiants communistes (UEC) also began to 

branch out and form their own groups, including the Maoist-leaning Union des jeunesses 
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communistes marxistes-léninistes (Union of Marxist-Leninist Communist Youth – 

UJCml), which was formed in 1966 with one hundred members (Bourg, “The Red” 485). 

 The first stirrings of this radical Maoist student group began in the 1960s among 

students at the École Normale Supérieure on Paris’s Rue d’Ulm, a very elite grande école, 

particularly among students of Louis Althusser.  Althusser, a member of the PCF since 

1948 and a prominent intellectual, found Mao’s belief that “political and economic 

revolution was not necessarily accompanied by ideological revolution and that 

development proceeded unevenly” to be very convincing.  He felt that France could learn 

more from the Chinese than from the Soviets, who he felt lacked certain subtleties (Bourg, 

“The Red” 480).  Althusser began teaching his students about the complexities of 

Maoism as a new way to interpret the Marxist-Leninist line and they quickly became 

enthralled.  Aspects of Maoism that students found particularly enticing were its 

emphasis on revolutionary violence and investigations.  During the Cultural Revolution, 

French student Maoists were quick to grab onto Mao’s anti-bureaucratic messages and 

the appeals he made to youth to take action (Singer 57).  Initially, in attempts to emulate 

Althusser, who despite his Maoist tendencies refused to break with the PCF, the French 

student Maoists attempted to remain within the UEC under the delusion that they could 

conquer the Communist Party from the inside (Bourg, “The Red” 482).  Since their 

numbers were so few, the Maoists, who called themselves the Cercle d’Ulm,  found 

themselves marginalized within the UEC and the first major rift occurred when the 

students from Rue d’Ulm published an issue of Les Cahiers marxistes-léninistes (The 

Marxist-Leninist Revue) devoted to the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution 
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(Chateigner 67).  The official break occurred shortly after when, on 16 December 1966, 

the UJCml was formed. 

 The members of the newly formed UJCml were very enthusiastic about their 

ideology, and the group’s popularity spread rather quickly among university and high 

school students.  They were more interested in promoting the cause of “poor, foreign 

workers living in the slums of Paris” than promoting the welfare of other students (Singer 

61).  The students were especially interested in recreating Mao’s policy of sending the 

Red Guards out into the Chinese countryside to live among the peasants so that they 

could learn about their grievances and use this information to create upheavals in the 

villages. From 1966 through 1968, the members of the UJCml travelled to areas of rural 

France on enquêtes, their perceived equivalent of Red Guard investigations.  During these 

enquêtes, the French Maoist students would leave the confines of their elite bubble to 

travel to places where they could live alongside farmers and workers.  Through these 

investigations, the students aimed to acquire a better understanding of class difference so 

that they could better articulate the grievances of the proletarian class (Bourg, From 

Revolution 26-7).  While this may have been a humbling experience for the rue d’Ulm 

students whose backgrounds allowed them to avoid any sort of manual labor, it did not 

have the same effect as the Chinese investigations.  Conditions in rural France were not 

nearly as bad as those in rural China and there was not a party chairman forcing the 

students to be there and closely supervising their every move.  In August 1967, several of 

the UJCml’s leaders visited China to experience what Wolin refers to as “revolutionary 

tourism.” When the students returned to France, they published “florid reminiscences 
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praising the superiority of the Chinese path to socialism” (124) and put forward the idea 

that France needed its own proletarian revolution. 

 The revolutionary fervor of this group is well-captured in Jean-Luc Godard’s film 

La Chinoise (1967), a fictional representation of five radical members of a student Maoist 

Group.  Though it is not explicitly stated, it is implied that the characters represent 

students from the Cercle d’Ulm in the UJCml.  The film takes place entirely inside one 

apartment and there are only very brief appearances by actors besides the main five, 

which emphasizes just how small and isolated the movement was.  The majority of the 

scenes feature the students arguing about political and social theory, organizing events, 

and marching around the apartment reading aloud from Mao’s Little Red Book.  To 

today’s viewers who know the history of both movements, the film becomes a rather 

funny caricature of the students that highlights their naïveté and lack of focus.  One of the 

characters who best emphasizes this is Véronique, the child of two bankers who never 

witnessed hardship until she looked around the slums surrounding her university.  She 

remarks on her enquête as a pleasant trip to the countryside where she picked peaches, 

acknowledges that she is often unsure of the group’s goals, and when asked about what 

class she belongs to replies “Je suis en classe de philo!” (I am in the philosophizing class).  

Her declaration makes it clear that no matter how much she or the other students, who 

with the exception of one are members of the elite socio-economic class, they will never 

be able to comprehend the lives of the lower-class.  Their understanding of class 

inequalities and hardship comes only from their books which they study in their elite 

schools and private apartments.  When asked “Why La Chinoise?” in a 1967 interview 

with Le Monde, Godard defended his film by stating: 
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 Because everywhere people are speaking about China… What 

distinguishes the Chinese Revolution and is also emblematic of the 

Cultural Revolution is Youth: the moral and scientific question, free from 

prejudices.  One can’t approve of all its forms… but this unprecedented 

cultural fact demands a minimum of attention, respect, and friendship. (qtd. 

in Wolin 115) 

Today, the irony of the film makes it nearly comedic at some points, but at the time it 

really helped to boost the “political-chic quotient” of French Maoism (Wolin 116).  The 

reactions to this film actually represent to a great extent the perceptions of the whole 

Maoist movement of the 1960s in France.  At the time, Maoism and student radicalism 

were thought to be setting France up for a new societal order, but to today’s observers, 

the disillusionment of the Maoist students on the fringe is extremely obvious. 

 Another example of how fleeting the fringe Maoist movement was is its virtual 

disappearance after the end of the Cultural Revolution, at which time the horrors of the 

era were made evident to the international community.  A notable exception to the trend 

of disavowing Maoism after 1976 is Alain Badiou, who is worthy of a mention for his 

continued defense of Maoist identification
2
.  Badiou, a former normalien and student of 

Althusser, identified with the cause of the Cultural Revolution and pledged his dual 

allegiance to the Chinese Cultural Revolution and to the May 1968 movement.  For 

Badiou, the key role of Maoism was “introducing an interior divide into the legacy of 

Marxism-Leninism (Bosteels 577), which explains why his political rhetoric at the time 

                                                 
2
 In a 1997 lecture on the Cultural Revolution, Badiou still referred to himself as a 

present-day Maoist stating “Pour le maoïste que je suis” (“For the Maoist that I am”),  a 

bold declaration for a movement that at least in France died out nearly thirty years prior 

(Bosteels 579).   
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denounced other French communists and even some of the earlier Maoist groups, like the 

UCJml and the Gauche Prolétarienne (Proletarian Left – GP).  Following the dissolution 

of the UJCml by the French government, Badiou formed his own Maoist organization 

called the Union des communistes de France marxistes-léninistes (Union of Communists 

of France Marxist-Leninist – UCFML) that, like other Maoist splinter groups, believed in 

the principles of the enquête and the bilan d’expérience, or “assessment of experience” 

(579).  Together, these principles promoted the notion that building class consciousness 

and understanding the history of its development through struggle were the only ways to 

bring about political and cultural changes.  Badiou and the UCFML also took the GP to 

task for its ouvriérisme (“workerism”), which “endows workers with an innate or 

automatic political capacity” stemming from a “falsely populist but otherwise typically 

moralizing and paternalistic viewpoint” (620).  In a sense, the Maoism of Badiou’s 

UCFML could be seen as truer to Maoism’s intended goals than other French Maosims, 

since the ultimate target of the Cultural Revolution was never complete political 

autonomy for the workers.  Badiou, as a political theorist, likely understood the 

complexities of the party politics behind the campaign better than his Maoist 

contemporaries, even before information on the Cultural Revolution became widely 

available. 

 The reasons why Badiou, despite not fitting into the other forms of French 

Maoism discussed in this thesis, deserves mention are the unique way in which he 

interpreted Maoism for the French and the way he illustrates the lasting effect of such 

movements.   When the Cultural Revolution came to an end, the majority of French 

Maoists denounced the campaign and the movement died out almost as quickly as it had 
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come to life.  Badiou on the other hand, recognized the Cultural Revolution’s failures (as 

well as those of May 1968) and attributed them to part of a greater revolutionary learning 

experience (Wolin 161).  Just because one attempt at a Maoist revolution had failed did 

not mean that the ideology had no merit.  Rather, Maoism would have to evolve and 

expand in order to fit new contexts and confront current challenges.  Badiou’s work since 

the 1970s still references the Maoist principles of inquiry, procedure, and investigation; 

however, the works no longer present Maoism as their principal ideology.  In this sense, 

Badiou’s works can be identified as examples of ‘post-Maoism’ which Bosteels defines 

as “a peculiar historical configuration in which critical thought returns…to the half-

forgotten and half-repressed lessons of Maoism (581).  The fact that a term like post-

Maoism exists, demonstrates the lasting legacy of political fringe movements as more 

than just random groups of overzealous idealists.  Their successes and failures provide 

useful lessons for those who succeed them and their grievances, while perhaps poorly 

expressed, often reflect actual shortcomings of the systems against which they protest.  

Understanding the peculiarities of French Maoist groups and the development of their 

ideology will be useful in the subsequent sections of this chapter that discuss the 

trajectory of the events of May 1968 and Maoist involvement with the movement. 

 

The Events of May 1968 

 In the months preceding May 1968, students in the areas surrounding Paris began 

slowly to start demonstrating their discontent with the system through protests and 

various forms of resistance; it would only be a matter of time before the students in Paris 

joined in.  The students in the capital, ready to set an example and be the center of 
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attention, orchestrated a movement that would come to set the precedent for many of the 

social movements that have stirred in Paris since.  What could have been dismissed as a 

general youth rebellion against an out-of-touch de Gaulle was intensified by the 

radicalization of students outraged at the inequalities between the universities and the 

grandes écoles.  In his chronology of events, Seidman lists the 3 May student occupation 

of the Sorbonne as the first rebellious act in Paris, followed shortly after on 10 May by 

the erection of barricades (287).  Protests and riots took place around the city, 

concentrated especially in popular student areas like the Latin Quarter where the 

Sorbonne University is located.  The violence of these early events is immortalized in 

photos from the time that feature rioting students, forceful police officers, the hurling of 

paving stones, and the general destruction of university property.  Numerous students 

were arrested during these riots.  It should be noted that while these events were 

seemingly spontaneous, student leaders actually spent a fair amount of time inciting, 

organizing, orchestrating, and planning out their tactics, sometimes with references to 

other great social movements in French history such as the French Revolution. 

 One part May of 1968 that was rather unexpected was the introduction of workers 

into the movement and how students and workers simultaneously seemed to take up each 

others’ causes.  This was seen as advantageous to the radical student groups who, citing 

examples from French history, “desired the unity with the people, or more specifically, 

with the workers,” mainly because it gave credibility to their movement (Seidman 217).  

Rioting students building barricades and occupying their schools combined with the 

striking workers essentially managed to shut down normal operations in Paris.  De Gaulle 

had been unsure of how to react to this chaos, but he finally addressed the nation on 30 
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May.  In his speech, he announced that the National Assembly had been dissolved and 

new legislative elections would be held.  He also announced a crackdown on the students 

and the strikers.  It was ordered that city prefects were to “take any measure 

necessary…to eliminate all obstacles to the right to work and to end the occupations of 

priority institutions” (218).  The day following the speech, there was a large Gaullist 

assembly which was the first time right-wingers had come out in full to show their 

opposition to the gauchistes (left-wing intellectuals).  Throughout the month of June, 

policymakers negotiated with workers about the conditions under which they would 

return to work, and occupying students were being forcibly removed from their locations.  

 Behind the events of 1968 there are many complexities that are beyond the scope 

of this thesis. However, knowing some of the basic social and political concerns afflicting 

France at the time makes it easier to justify, or at least to understand, the actions of the 

protesters.  The extent to which the events of 1968 actually constituted a revolution as the 

students claimed is debatable.  Regarding the workers, many of their demands were met, 

including a shorter work week, as the de Gaulle administration was willing to do 

whatever it took to end the strikes that were paralyzing the nation.  In terms of the 

university and education system, the students were unable to revolutionize anything and 

the fundamental inequality between the state university system and the grandes écoles 

still exists today.  What it did do, however, was establish a new norm for public discourse 

in France.  In Paris today, teachers and workers frequently go on strike and it is 

considered quite normal for students, when angered, to turn to the example of the May 

68’ers for inspiration.  The French government has also become more responsive to this 
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kind of discourse and shows a willingness to listen to strikers’ and protesters’ demands, 

presumably to avoid another May 1968.  

 

Student Maoists during May ’68 and Beyond 

This section will now take a step back and take a more focused look at the actions 

of the student Maoists during the period surrounding May 1968.  During the time leading 

up to May 1968, Maoist student groups like the UJCml had been clamoring for a 

revolution.  They began occupying and demonstrating with students as early as March, 

and, after being repressed, helped organize “red Friday nights” in early May to discuss 

ideology and develop tactics to fight back against conservatives (Seidman 97).  Inspired 

by the Cultural Revolution, the Maoist students fixated primarily on how to initiate class 

struggle (103).   When students and some other gauchistes organized the first Night of 

Barricades on 10 May, however, the UJCml did not participate.  They considered this sort 

of student revolt below them, for it lacked a certain “class character,” meaning, “the 

uprising lacked the requisite ‘proletarian context,’” and therefore “failed to measure up to 

the theoretical strictures of orthodox Marxism” (Wolin 95).  Instead, they felt that the 

students should be deserting to the cause of workers and the proletariat.  Another factor 

that explains their hesitancy to participate in the revolts–a factor they would have been 

less likely to admit–is the fact that the one of the main complaints of the Parisian 

university students was the inequality between the grandes écoles and the public 

universities.  This would be problematic for the UJCml members because the majority of 

them were from the École Normale Supérieure, an elite grande école that produces the 

future professors and academics of France.  Attending this school meant that they were 
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much more likely to have come from a wealthy background and have plans to become 

members of the elite class.   

On 13 May, the PCF called for a general strike of the workers (Wolin 95).  This 

turned out to be the opportunity the UJCml had been waiting for to join in on the 

movement.  They declared that capitalism was a “fascist state” and emphasized the need 

for a “workers’ university” free from bourgeois domination as essential to the creation of 

a nonrepressive society (Seidman 103, 127).  The workers’ demands were more 

straightforward than those of the students, but the Maoists preferred to make fights 

ideological.  The main themes of their struggle were to dismantle “authoritarian patterns 

of social control and the resultant democratization” and to create a place in society for 

those groups which had previously existed only at the margins (Wolin 99).  This quote, 

which Wolin lifts from a manifesto of student goals, demonstrates just how blindly the 

students were willing to adopt the Maoist cause since, clearly, the dismantling of 

democracy in France was not a tangible goal.   The student Maoists fought alongside the 

workers and rallied for their cause, even though, for the most part, they had no way of 

identifying with the arduous life of lower-class laborers and most often belonged to the 

very bourgeois class they were fighting against.  In his 2005 article “The Red Guards of 

Paris,” Bourg attributes this sense of rapprochement with the workers to “intellectual 

work informed by an ethnographic methodology, guilt over class position, and a search 

for populist France” (489).  In the end, even though the workers had some of their 

demands met, members of the UJCml did not consider May 1968 to be a successful 

revolution.  They partially blamed themselves for this failure because they had ignored 

Mao’s warnings that class struggle was not universally uniform and therefore needed to 
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be adapted to each case’s own local political and cultural situations (Bourg, From 

Revolution 53).  Mao himself even advised against the blind adoption of Maoism.  After 

beating themselves up over the perceived failure of May 1968 and struggling with self-

criticism, the UJCml eventually disbanded in October of 1968. 

After the disbandment of the UJCml, a handful of students formed the GP, a 

group much more radical than the UJCml ever was that emphasized the necessity of 

violence to achieve change.  Their position, which they published in December 1968, 

stated: 

We are actually in a period of intense class struggle . . . we must not 

neglect the constructive role of violent struggle against repression: if its 

principal aspect is to protect the masses and the communists who work 

among them . . . its secondary aspect is to accelerate political work. (qtd. 

in Bourg, From Revolution 54) 

Aside from a few instances that ended in the arrest of several of its members, the GP 

never had much success inciting violence in the French countryside or among the 

workers.  The most interesting part about the GP taking up this position so late in 1968 is 

that by this time the Red Guard phase of the Cultural Revolution had already ended: Mao 

had started using the army to take down student movements in China by the end of 1967 

and by the summer 1968, civil order in China had essentially been restored.   

 Overall, the similarities between the French student Maoists in the UCJml and the 

GP and the Red Guards in China appear only on the most superficial levels.  For example, 

both groups relied heavily on propaganda posters to promote their cause.  A large 

character poster hung up by a professor in a Chinese University is what first incited the 
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Red Guard.  The students of May 1968 also were fond of hanging propaganda posters in 

their universities.  Seidman cites the students’ posters as “the most striking and enduring 

cultural legacy of May” as they “offer insights into an ideologically complex student 

movement by reflecting many of its ‘isms’: corporatism, libertarianism, internationalism, 

antifascism, anti-imperialism, and anti capitalism” (130).  Both also put Mao’s class-line 

philosophy into practice with their visits to the countryside and factories, although one 

group was officially mandated to do so while the other voluntarily took up the task for its 

own self-enrichment.  Furthermore, both groups wreaked havoc on their own universities 

to combat the bureaucracy inherent in their respective education systems and to demolish 

classist traditions.  However, below the surface, the two were fundamentally different.  

Whereas the Red Guard movement was a massive force orchestrated from the top down 

by the Chinese state, the French Maoist movements were made up of small groups of 

students choosing to incite their own riots without backing from any official political 

party and fueled by their own intellectual zeal.  

 

Comparisons and Conclusions 

In explaining both the Chinese Cultural Revolution and the French 

demonstrations of May 1968, this chapter mainly highlights the extreme differences 

between these two social movements or “revolutions.” The final section of this chapter 

will discuss whether any of the comparisons drawn by the French between the two 

movements had any basis in reality, as well as the extent to which French students were 

disillusioned by Chinese Maoism.  
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 The first factor that allows for comparison between the Cultural Revolution, 

specifically the Red Guard Phase, and May ’68 is that they are both iconic social 

movements that occurred in the late 1960s that were propelled by students.  On the 

surface, it even looked as though the students had the same targets in mind, namely 

university officials, traditional professors, and elite bureaucrats.  Today it is quite clear 

that the French students missed out on the realization that Mao was urging attacks and the 

destruction of the bureaucracy as a means to eliminate any positions that posed a threat to 

him and to consolidate his own power when they attached themselves to his 

antibureaucratic stance.  However, some excuse can be made for the students since the 

top Chinese Communist Party officials tightly controlled what information about the 

Cultural Revolution was made available to the public, both internationally and within 

China’s borders.  French students who followed the Cultural Revolution would have 

listened to messages prepared by the Chinese state and those who visited China would 

have been kept on extremely short leashes, unable to speak Chinese themselves, and 

entirely dependent on their Party-approved guides.  Another major difference between the 

two revolutions is how they were grounded in their respective societies.  For example, the 

Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution came after a series of rigorous campaigns that the 

state imposed upon the entire population.  The measures imposed were often very drastic 

and any citizens caught not participating as expected faced extreme consequences, which 

meant that once the Cultural Revolution was declared, everyone was forced into action.  

Also, since the Cultural Revolution was orchestrated by the state, it inherently had the 

potential to bring about actual change.   Meanwhile, France historically has had its share 

of uprisings, but they were usually popular movements built from the ground up by 
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members of society who wished to protest something being done by the elite class.  This 

made them more vulnerable when the state decided to crack down.  It also meant that the 

movements occurred on a much smaller scale than those witnessed in China. 

 At the time of both movements, the relationship drawn between the Red Guards 

and groups like the UJCml and the GP was created by restless students who were 

disillusioned by their place in the Parisian status quo and who were only exposed to 

Maoism in the sterile setting of their elite Parisian schools.  The students also witnessed 

respected French intellectuals like Althusser, Jean-Paul Sartre, and Simone de Beauvoir 

taking up the Maoist cause, which likely contributed to its allure and its legitimacy.  It 

seems as though the cult of personality surrounding Mao that swept over China during 

the Cultural Revolution had also spread to France. La pensée de Mao appealed to French 

students who had been searching for a new ideology that would distinguish them from 

their parents’ generation, whom they blamed for France’s problems. 

 French interpretations of the Cultural Revolution mainly focused on what the 

French could see through the lens of their own revolutionary past.  These include picking 

out things like the power of a revolutionary spirit, the generational divide, the 

manifestation of societal inequalities, and the coming together of workers and students as 

one unified force.  As it will be seen in the next chapter, the French perspective greatly 

influenced the works produced by the French writers who traveled to China during the 

Cultural Revolution.  Knowing with what eyes they entered China helps today’s readers 

pick up on nuances in the writing and affects how their writings will be judged. 
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Chapter 2: 

Tel Quel’s Maoist Years 

 

 For Left Bank intellectuals in Paris, there was always a certain degree of 

intellectual chic to adhere to in order to maintain one’s relevance in the discourse.  In 

France it is not unusual for intellectuals to become public celebrities or to openly promote 

certain political, cultural, and social causes.  This chapter will focus on a group of 

intellectuals, collectively referred to here as the Telquelians, who published the review 

Tel Quel from 1960 until 1982, and who represented what was considered to be the 

intellectual avant-garde of their time.  I will begin with an overview of the group and 

their politics and a discussion about their relevance to this thesis, as well as an 

explanation of why I chose them over other French sinophiles writing during the Cultural 

Revolution.  The next section will be a look at the writings on China published in Tel 

Quel in the spring and summer issues of 1972 and then in the autumn issue of 1974.  The 

latter issue was written following a visit made by four of the group’s core members to 

China in spring 1974.  Following this section, I will examine selected writings from 

Marcelin Pleynet, Roland Barthes, and Julia Kristeva, all influential affiliates of the 

review who participated in the voyage to China and who returned to France to publish 

works independently that dealt with their feelings regarding China after making the trip.   

The conclusion of the chapter will address the limitations of Western intellectualism in 

critically discussing the China of the Cultural Revolution and the lessons the Telquelians 

teach regarding this limitation.   
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Who and what was Tel Quel? 

 Tel Quel was a scholarly, avant-garde periodical that was esteemed as the 

pinnacle of intellectual thought in France during the 1960s and 1970s for its coverage and 

reviews of the latest trends in literature, philosophy, science and, eventually, politics.  

Founded by Philippe Sollers and a group of his friends (all of whom left the publication 

within a few years) in the spring of 1960, Tel Quel would go on to produce  ninety-three 

issues through the Seuil publishing house before dissolving in 1982.  During its twenty-

year run, its membership list would include “names that stand for what is most 

noteworthy and provocative in French intellectual thought and writing,” including 

Pleynet, Kristeva, and Barthes (Marx-Scouras 5).  The founding Telquelians, as well a 

fair number of the review’s contributors, came from wealthy backgrounds and elite 

educations.  Their backgrounds created a certain irony when, during the later years of the 

publication, these writers took an explicitly anti-bourgeois stance that heralded the 

working class as the leaders of an impending social revolution.  The general writing style 

of the magazine also reflects the contributors’ elite, bourgeois educations.  Jacques Lacan, 

himself known for difficult texts, described the Telquelians’ writing as “unreadable” (qtd. 

in Marx-Scouras 6).  This illegibility naturally limited the publication’s readership to 

those who were educated enough to understand it, and therefore served to ensure that Tel 

Quel was seen as always being at the forefront of elite intellectual talk.  It would also 

mean that any philosophical flights of fancy on the part of the editors had the ability to 

set the trends for the Left Bank, as well as for international intellectuals who occasionally 

followed their lead. 
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 In the beginning, Tel Quel attempted to maintain an apolitical stance, a position 

that went against the status quo of politically active public intellectuals.  Intellectual 

involvement in politics had become popular after World War II and during the 50s when 

intellectuals began to debate what role they should play in shaping political opinions and 

whether or not they had certain obligations to contribute.  Simone de Beauvoir, for 

example, posed this question in her 1954 novel Les Mandarins.  She also made a highly 

politicized trip to China in 1955 based on which she wrote The Long March: An Account 

of Modern China.  The tome examines issues including the status of China as a pariah 

state, female emancipation, and the educational programs imposed on Chinese peasants 

by the state.  Others, like Louis Althusser and Jean-Paul Sartre, aligned themselves with 

various left-wing political organizations such as the Parti Communiste Français (PCF).  

However, the apoliticism of the Telquelians could itself be seen as a very political 

critique of the current state of intellectual affairs.  Some of the more liberal intellectual 

critics at the time accused the Telquelians of being complicit with the dirty politics of the 

right because they chose not to engage in any politics (Marx-Scouras 24).  What was seen 

as complicity was actually an attempt by the Telquelians to bring back the idea of art for 

art’s sake, in terms of literature.  In a declaration of purpose in their first issue, Tel Quel 1 

(Spring 1960), Bettina Knapp laid out their hope that literature once again be taken 

seriously, noting that “Ideologues have long ruled over expression… it’s about time a 

parting of the ways took place; let us be permitted to focus upon expression itself, its 

inevitability, and its particular laws” (qtd. in Marx-Scouras 24).  The idea that it was 

possible to entirely disengage literature from politics may have been the result of 

idealistic naïveté on the part of Tel Quel’s privileged founders, but considering the 
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fatigue they must have felt after dealing with the politics of the post-World War II period, 

the Cold War, and the Algerian War of Independence, their desire to try was 

understandable.  Instead of basing their review on lived experiences, the Telquelians 

focused on analyzing the writing and writers of the nouveau roman movement, which 

questioned the workings of language and undermined the formal structures of preceding 

literary genres.  The ground-breaking nouveau roman seemed to be a good analogy for 

Tel Quel’s goal of defining the next generation of French intellectualism. 

 The fondness for the nouveau roman, however, was short-lived.  A few years later, 

Tel Quel redefined itself and officially ended its ties with the nouveau roman to embrace 

structuralism, which subsequently became the most in-vogue literary trend.  This new 

trend attracted many French students of the Latin Quarter to Tel Quel, which expanded 

the publication’s readership and succeeded in bringing about record sales (Wolin 245).  

This structuralist phase ended up being a defining moment for the Telquelians, for it 

seemed as though they had finally found their niche.  Tel Quel had become the 

publication for all the obscure, “marginalized” writers and poets, the “maudits” (damned), 

who, to the editors of Tel Quel, represented the values of the avant-garde.  Publication in 

the review served to popularize the work of these writers among the topmost echelons of 

French intellectualism (Hourmant, “Tel Quel” 113).  Structuralism became the new lens 

through which French intellectuals analyzed literature and their society.  Furthermore, it 

was during this time that Kristeva joined Tel Quel group and coined the term 

“intertextuality”.  The concept of intertextuality quickly gained popularity and even today 

will inevitably be brought up by scholars discussing French literature. Tel Quel also 

began taking an interest in the social issues of its time, or as Wolin states it, the 
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Telquelians started to “project their own prior methods of intellectual training–the 

quintessentially French doctrine of explication de texte–onto the world as a whole” (247).  

This critical analysis of the world at large accordingly led to the discovery of its ills and 

subsequently to many theories about how best to correct them.  This led to the realization 

that disengagement from politics was no longer an option for Tel Quel’s future.  

 Despite being accused of harboring Rightist tendencies when it was first starting 

out, Tel Quel had “always defined its enterprise of cultural renewal in relation to the 

French left,” asserts Marx-Scouras (9); so when it decided to take an official political 

stance, it chose the party that had been attracting left-leaning intellectuals for years: the 

PCF.  The editors of the publication officially announced Tel Quel’s new political 

direction in 1966 with Pleynet’s declaration that “Tel Quel’s politicization must become 

public and unambiguous… tendencies hailing from the right will not be published in the 

review and can no longer invoke in us an ally” (qtd. in Wolin 261).  In a 1984 essay titled 

“My Memory’s Hyperbole,” Kristeva reasoned that the group was siding with the only 

political party in the French system to have a “cultural politics” (14) and called the PCF 

“the best mouthpiece for experimental literary or theoretical work” (16). Essentially, the 

Telquelians felt that aligning themselves with the PCF would give them a platform 

through which they could promote their own ideas for social and cultural change.  The 

Telquelians had faith in the PCF to lead a successful socialist revolution and to, in Sollers’ 

words, “create a social climate propitious for the writing of the avant-garde” (qtd. in 

Marx-Scouras 142).  Two years later during May 1968, the Telquelians chose not to 

support the protesting student branches of the PCF because they felt that the movement 

did not present enough forme théorique avancée (advanced theoretical form).  They 
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publicly dismissed the movement that summer in a declaration, signed by all the 

members of the editorial board, that accused the May 1968 events of being nothing more 

than “activités individuelles et faiblement politiques” (individual and weakly political 

actions) brought together “sous des dénominations éclectiques ou sentimentales” (under 

eclectic or sentimental designations
3
) (Tel Quel, “La révolution”).  They believed that the 

bourgeois upbringing of the students would impede their ability to truly represent the 

socialist cause and that it was only the working class who could bring about a successful 

revolution.  Tel Quel’s critiques of the student movements mirrored the negative 

commentary of contemporary Maoist groups on the movements as well as those of 

present-day historians who have been able to, in hindsight, highlight the flaws that 

rendered the May 1968 “revolution” unsuccessful.     

 Tel Quel’s next major interest was China and the publication became, for a time, a 

supporter of the Chinese Cultural Revolution.  This was problematic because it was also 

around this time – the early 1970s – that scholars and journalists coming back from China 

began to publish books and articles that aimed to erase misconceptions about what was 

actually occurring in China under Mao’s regime.  One of the most prominent works, The 

Chairman’s New Clothes, was published in Paris in 1971 by the well-known Belgian 

sinologist Simon Leys.  In the book’s opening lines, Leys boldly states that “the ‘Cultural 

Revolution’ had nothing revolutionary about it except the name, and nothing cultural 

about it except the initial tactical pretext” (13).  However, a few were still coming back 

from China with positive interpretations of the situation.  In fact, it was the praise of 

China as “the most astounding political laboratory in the world” from Italian Communist 

                                                 
3
 All translations mine unless otherwise indicated.  
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Party member Maria-Antonietta Macciocchi that sparked the Telquelians’ interest in the 

Cultural Revolution (Wolin 269).  From the point of the view of Tel Quel, the Cultural 

Revolution was seen as achieving what May 1968 did not: a true revolution of the 

working class.  The Telquelians also misinterpreted the “cultural” aspect of the revolution 

by assuming that the Mao was encouraging a public embrace of culture that would bring 

artists, writers, and intellectuals to the forefront of society and essentially create an avant-

garde playground.  Their Maoist, pro-China, stance was made official in issue 47 of Tel 

Quel (Autumn 1971), where they declared: “Down with dogmatism . . . revisionism . . . 

the corrupt bourgeoisie! . . . Long live revolutionary China! Long live the thought of Mao 

Zedong!” (qtd. in Wolin 272).  The Telquelians referred to this new Maoist passion as the 

Mouvement de juin 1971 (The Movement of June 1971).  Their enthusiasm was strong 

and spurred a short-lived Mouvement de juin 1971 publication, several special editions of 

Tel Quel, a group trip to China, and several individual publications describing the 

traveling members’ experiences there.  These pieces will be discussed in detail in the 

following sections, but for now it suffices to say that this trip to China began to shake the 

Telquelians from their Maoist enchantment and by 1976 they had abandoned their 

Maoism in exchange for an interest in the United States.  A few more fleeting movements 

would come and go after this until the publication shut down in 1982 and became L’Infini.  

 

China in Tel Quel’s Collective Publications 

 During its Maoist phase, the editors of Tel Quel produced three separate issues of 

the review that were dedicated entirely to China. The Telquelians published two issues, 

Chine and Chine 2, before their voyage to China.  The first was a double issue (number 
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48/49) published in spring 1972 and the second issue (number 50) was published in the 

summer of that same year.  They named the third issue En Chine (number 59) and it 

appeared in the fall of 1974 after the group’s trip to China.  These issues on China helped 

to expand the readership of the publication and, in fact, the issues Chine and Chine 2 had 

the highest sales of any other issues in the magazine’s twenty-two years of existence 

(Hourmant, “Tel Quel” 119).   This section will analyze the issues Tel Quel published on 

China before and after their travels there to support the argument that it was blind 

intellectual curiosity about China, which itself stemmed from a fairly privileged 

standpoint, that spurred a passionate interest in Mao’s Cultural Revolution that the 

Telquelians were not shy about making public.  After the visit to China, however, even 

though they were not ready to completely relinquish their Maoist affiliations, the 

Telquelians found themselves questioning the motives behind their alignment with the 

cause.  The writing also began to acknowledge the potential biases in their perceptions of 

China and Chinese culture.  This shift is represented by the differences presented between 

the pre- and post-travel special issues.  The first subsection of this discussion will 

examine the issues from 1972 and 1974 in terms of goals, content, and tone, respectively.  

Then, following a brief interlude to describe the group’s trip to China, I will analyze the 

changes between the issues to better understand how the attitudes of the Telquelians 

changed and how to account for the changes. 

 

1972: Chine and Chine 2 

 Tel Quel’s first China issues covered a broad range of subjects with texts written 

by a diverse group of writers.  Issue 48/49 includes collective works, a piece by 
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Macciocchi (the Italian woman whose book helped spark the Telquelians’ interest in 

China), a tract written by a cell of Maoist students from the École Normale Supérieure de 

Saint-Cloud, and pieces by noted Telquelians such as Sollers, Kristeva, and Pleynet, in 

addition to works from various French and international intellectuals.  Issue 50 covered 

slightly different topics and many of the articles tended to have a more scientific leaning.  

For example, the issue included a survey of Chinese laboratories and an article on the 

Chinese practice of acupuncture as anesthesia.  It also relied more on contributions from 

writers outside of Tel Quel group and will therefore receive less attention in this thesis.  

A noted exception to this is a collective piece written by the Tel Quel team which 

addresses the readers of l’Humanité, the main newspaper of the PCF.   

 With the publication of Chine and Chine 2, the Telquelians clearly hoped to 

achieve certain goals, some of which were more explicit than others.  The first and most 

obvious of these goals was to share their knowledge and expertise on China and to clarify 

their position on the Cultural Revolution.  In the opening article of Chine, a collective 

piece titled “La pensée chinoise,” the Telquelians state:  

Les textes réunis dans ce numéro aideront à connaître mieux, nous 

l’espérons, les particularités de la langue, la littérature, l’art et la 

philosophie chinoises, pour mieux suivre et comprendre les 

transformations politiques sociales et culturelles que produit et manifeste 

la Chine révolutionnaire d’aujourd’hui.  (7) 

The texts assembled in this issue will help to better understand, we hope, 

the particularities of Chinese language, literature, art, and philosophy, in 

order to better follow and understand the political, social and cultural 
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transformations that are produced and manifested in the revolutionary 

China of today. 

This goal was partially meant to serve the self-interest of the group since this issue was 

published near the beginning of their Maoist journey when they would have had a very 

limited knowledge of the reality of the Cultural Revolution.  It gave the Telquelians the 

chance to learn from the outside contributors they published in these issues, as well as the 

opportunity to assert themselves as experts on China.  In addition to putting their 

expertise on display, these initial issues gave them the opportunity to clearly articulate 

their view on the Cultural Revolution, which is best summed up by the end of their 

closing piece titled “Le dogmatisme à la rescousse du révisionisme” (“Dogmatism to the 

Rescue of Revisionism”).  The piece states: “A bas les quatre vieilleries… Vive la 

véritable avant-garde! Vive la pensée-maotsétoung!” (Down with the Four Olds…Long 

live the true avant-garde! Long live the thought of Mao Zedong!”) (Mouvement de juin 

1971 190).  This declaration exemplifies how French Maoists would adapt the Chinese 

cause and give it a distinctly French flavor.  During the Cultural Revolution, Mao had 

made it his end goal to abolish the Four Olds (old customs, old culture, old habits, and 

old ideas) as he felt they were plaguing China and inhibiting its progress towards a true 

socialist state.  The Telquelians behind the Movement of June 1971 adopted this Maoist 

language, but altered the four olds to suit their needs.  They defined the Four Olds of 

French intellectualism as: dogmatism, empiricism, opportunism, and revisionism.  By 

first declaring “Long live the avant-garde!” they gave priority to the intellectuals as the 

leaders of a new movement to establish a purely socialist state in France.  In China, on 

the other hand, Mao viewed intellectuals as a hindrance for the way they held onto the 
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Four Olds and therefore impeded China’s progress.  The Telquelians give little indication 

that they were aware of Mao’s views on intellectuals at the time Chine and Chine 2 were 

published; furthermore, the availability and amount of information so crucial to them 

remain questionable. 

 Outside of serving the group’s interests, the 1972 China issues served to provide a 

space for other French Maoists to state their positions on China and the Cultural 

Revolution and to examine the use of Maoist practices in France.  For example, they 

published the tract from the students of the École Normale Supérieure de Saint-Cloud 

who identified themselves as Les amis de la Chine et les maoïstes de l’École (Friends of 

China and the Maoists of the School).  In this tract, Les amis praised the Cultural 

Revolution for developing productive forces in society and pushing for the political 

mobilization of the masses.  It was the people, they believed, who held the key to a 

country’s economic development, as well as its societal transformation, because the 

masses were the only ones who could overturn the old class relations of production (191).   

The majority of the of the Maoist student groups had fizzled out by 1970 after an 

unimpressive show in the May 1968 events and their largely unsuccessful enquêtes to the 

countryside in late 1968 and ’69, so it is interesting that there was still a cell with enough 

activity to publish in a journal like Tel Quel. 

This issue also gives voice to more intellectually mature Maoists such as Michelle 

Loi.  Loi was a Maoist who had, by the time of the issue’s publication, already travelled 

to China (a visit which is referenced in her article for Tel Quel) and who held on to her 

Maoist beliefs longer than most of her intellectual contemporaries who had abandoned 

the ideology once the horrific extent of Mao’s campaigns had been fully understood by 
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the international community.  However, Loi seemed to have a deeper understanding of 

the nuances of Maoism that contrasted with the Telquelians’ blind adoption of the 

ideology and its causes.  She wrote two pieces for the Chine issue, but this awareness is 

most evident in an article she titled “Aux membres de ‘Tel Quel’ qui font partie du 

‘Mouvement’” (“To the members of Tel Quel who take part in the ‘Movement’”) that is, 

at times, critical of the Telquelians’ take on Maoism and the Cultural Revolution.  

Though for the most part she supports their endeavor (“j’approuve sans réserve votre 

prise de position” “I approve of your stance without reservation”), she outlines a list of 

pointers that she feels are necessary to embracing Maoism in France (111).  These 

pointers both critique Tel Quel’s Maoist trajectory thus far and give advice on how the 

group should proceed with its future involvement in the movement.  First, she informs the 

Telquelians “que votre travail de recherche ne me paraît pas présenter toujours et chez 

tous le sérieux auquel il prétend ou feint de prétendre” (“it seems to me that your research 

does not always present in each individual’s case the seriousness that it claims or seems 

to claim”) (112).  Critical readers of Tel Quel could regard this statement as an allusion to 

the publication’s history of flighty alignments with various intellectual, literary, artistic, 

and political trends.  How can a group fully commit to gaining expertise on a subject 

when its affection will be predictably fleeting, only to be replaced with a new interest?  

In another stand-out point, Loi states:  

Cette théorie [maoïste], développée à Yan’an . . . rappelle impérativement 

que toute littérature est un instrument de classe . . . et qu’un écrivain  

“révolutionnaire” qui écrit pour sa chapelle et, à la limite, pour lui seul, est 

réellement au service de la bourgeoisie puisqu’il confisque en sa faveur 
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l’arme qui pourrait porter le combat, le feu qui devrait allumer la plainte. 

(112)   

This [Maoist] theory, developed at Yan’an . . . imperatively reminds us 

that all literature is an instrument of class . . . and that a “revolutionary” 

writer who writes for his own coterie and, in extreme cases, for himself 

alone, is really at the service of the bourgeoisie since he confiscates for 

himself the weapon that could carry the combat, the fire that should ignite 

the struggle. 

With this point, Loi is clearly taking a stab at the Telquelians whose penchant for 

elevated language and coverage of obscure subjects narrowed their readership to 

intellectuals and higher-level university students interested in keeping up with the status 

quo.  For Loi, it did not matter all that much that Tel Quel was working to deepen their 

understanding of Maoism and the China of the Cultural Revolution because, to her, all of 

their work was self-serving.  If the Telquelians wanted their Chinese studies not to be in 

vain, they would first have had to ascertain how to apply Chinese theory to the French 

situation and then bring it to the masses, because only the masses can effect change.  

Despite this criticism, Loi ends on a more optimistic note, stating her belief that Tel Quel 

has more potential than some other publications to ultimately choose the right path (113).   

 An additional goal of issue 48/49 (Chine) was to situate avant-gardistes, like the 

Tel Quel group, within the revolutionary movement.  Despite Loi’s argument that the 

Telquelians’ privilege obscured any actual effect their writings could have in advancing 

the fight, the group believed that the avant-garde was indeed important because, from its 

vantage point at the vanguard of society, it could see what others could not.  Because of 
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this unique point of view, the Telquelians believed it was their responsibility to stand up 

and to employ the dialectical relationship between politics, philosophy, and the sciences 

in order to essentially become “a weapon of the people in the struggle for a communist 

society” (Tel Quel, “La Pensée” 3).  From this statement it appears as though the 

Telquelians felt they were laying out a French interpretation of Maoism that simply 

needed to be put into practice.  The problem remained however, that they themselves 

were doing little to actively engage in the fight and that those in whom they placed the 

hope of the revolution (the masses) were not reading their journal.  In the piece “Le 

dogmatisme à la rescousse du révisionnisme,” the Telquelians of the Mouvement de juin 

1971 separate themselves from the members of the intellectual community who serve the 

bourgeoisie and promise that they instead will “lutter ensemble avec les formations 

(mouvements ou partis) existant ou à venir qui expriment, défendent, et organisent les 

interest des masses populaires…, combattre la censure…, déclencher et à encourager la 

lutte des masses populaires” (“fight alongside existent or future movements and 

experimental parties, defend and organize for the interests of the masses…, fight 

censorship…, spark and encourage the struggles of the popular masses”) (190).  This is 

an inspiring thought; however, there were not at this time any pushes for a large-scale 

proletarian revolution in France because the conditions for such a movement simply did 

not exist.  Workers’ rights in France had improved after May 1968 and the proletarian 

class in France was far better off than that of China or other less-developed countries.  

Furthermore, a couple of these goals do not fit with the others.  Fighting censorship and 

supporting the rights of special interest groups, for example, are worthwhile and practical 

causes whereas encouraging widespread and perpetual class struggle, as stipulated by 
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Mao, is not necessarily appropriate in the French context.  These remarks also further 

demonstrate a lack of understanding of Cultural Revolution practices.  Not only did Mao 

heavily censor creative and intellectual material, he also used struggle as a means of 

preventing anyone from gaining enough political power to threaten his position.  Authors 

like Leys had, by the early 1970s, already started hinting that such might be the true 

dynamics of the Cultural Revolution, but the Chinese state still succeeded in keeping a 

great many truths from the international community.  While the Telquelians’ lack of 

access to information is one excuse for their adopting such a problematic stance, it is 

interesting that a group with a distinguished ability for critical thinking would fail to 

question the true implications of the statements they were making.  In many ways, the 

Telquelians’ position demonstrates the way in which the fervent nature of Maoism 

infected those exposed to it, even if Maoism’s actually practices would normally go 

against their better judgment.  

In cementing their theoretical place in the coming communist revolution, the 

Telquelians also took the opportunity to criticize dissenters and assert their position as 

authorities on the Cultural Revolution.  This position is made most obvious by Sollers’ 

claim that “la révolution culturelle prolétarienne, la lutte philosophique actuelle en Chine 

ne sont en rien, comme voudraient le faire croire les idéologues bourgeois ou 

révisionnistes, une ‘fuite en avant,’ un ‘culte,’ une ‘lutte de palais’” (“the Proletarian 

Cultural Revolution, the current philosophic struggle in China are not at all, as the 

bourgeois ideologues or revisionists would like us to believe, a ‘shot in the dark,’ a ‘cult,’ 

a ‘palace struggle’”) (“La lutte” 132).  The irony of this statement is that while he and his 

Tel Quel comrades may have had a slightly more informed view of the Chinese Cultural 
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Revolution, Sollers was still very much idealizing it and seeing in it only what served his 

own purposes.  Ultimately, the reality of the Cultural Revolution was not at all as the 

Telquelians would have liked to believe, a truth they would learn in a few years time 

when they made their collective voyage to China. 

 The tone of these issues, particularly of Chine, came across as very radical in that 

it was proposing drastic political, social, and economic change.  The radical language was 

most evident in the Telquelians’ enthusiastic praise of the Cultural Revolution and in 

their calls to action.  The rhetoric used in this issue greatly exaggerates the “positive” 

aspects of the revolution and is meant to drum up support for Maoist China.  The 

strongest language throughout the issue is employed in the articles signed by Tel Quel as 

a collective.  These pieces make broad claims about both the scope and the nature of the 

revolution.  The group writes, for example, that the Chinese experience provides a 

valuable example for any and all revolutionary movements worldwide (Tel Quel, “La 

Pensée” 4).  In this declaration, one senses the same conviction held by the student 

Maoists of 1968-69 that Maoism was universally applicable.  Once again, this belief went 

against warnings from the Chairman himself that Maoism, as it was created for the 

Chinese context, could not be blindly applied universally.  Signing the most radical 

articles with the collective signature “Tel Quel” grants their claims more authority 

because it suggests that there is a collective agreement on all of the issues.  Furthermore, 

since the Telquelians played an influential role in setting the intellectual trends of the 

time, the collective signature suggested Tel Quel’s endorsement of a new trend.   The 

tactic was unsuccessful, however: intellectuals were curious about China, definitely, but 
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there was no resurgence of the Maoist movement that had almost completely died down 

by 1969. 

  No one was more assertive in the attempt to stir up fervor for the Maoist 

movement than Sollers.  Sollers directly addresses the bourgeoisie and the revisionists 

and asserts that the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, whether they wanted to hear it 

or not, had made possible a critique of the Stalinist left, a goal which they had been trying 

to achieve (“De la Chine” 108).  It is remarkable that after witnessing the disaster of the 

Stalinist revolution, Sollers failed to notice any similarities in the Maoist revolution that 

might have indicated its eventual failure.  Finally, Sollers most boldly sets the tone of the 

issue and most blatantly iterates the group’s position on China when he states that the 

Cultural Revolution provides “espoir et confirmation pour les révolutionnaires du monde 

entier” (“hope and confirmation for revolutionaries around the world) (“La lutte” 132).  

Sollers’ previous experience with Chinese studies could explain why his enthusiasm 

came across as more confident and aggressive.  Furthermore, as the figurehead of the 

group, it makes sense that Sollers’ language mirrors that of the collective pieces as he 

was likely a key contributor to them. 

 

Interlude: Tel Quel’s Trip to China 

 This section will very briefly outline the Telquelians’ 1974 trip to China that 

served as the inspiration for issue number 50: En Chine (Fall 1974).  The group that 

traveled to China consisted of Philippe Sollers, Marcelin Pleynet, and Julia Kristeva, all 

of whom belonged to Tel Quel’s editorial board.  Roland Barthes, who at this time was 

closely associated with the Telquelians and who occasionally collaborated with them or 
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appeared in their review, accompanied them, as did François Wahl, who worked for Tel 

Quel’s publishing company.  Despite the fact that he travelled to China with the 

Telquelians, Wahl does not receive attention in this thesis because he was not closely 

affiliated with the magazine – publishing only two articles in the review’s entire run – 

and he did not publish on the subject of China.  The trip lasted three weeks during April 

and of May 1974.  The Telquelians visited China’s major cities, such as Beijing, 

Shanghai, and Nanking, but more important are the types of places to which they were 

taken in these cities.  The Telquelians, under the watchful eyes of state-appointed 

handlers, were escorted to factories, hospitals, the schools of “7 May” (schools designed 

to indoctrinate cadres and intellectuals with Maoist ideology), and models of popular 

communes (Hourmant, “Le retour” 71).  The Telquelians who left for China with an 

idealized curiosity and a desire to learn were exposed to a sterilized, artificial version of 

China that was carefully constructed to fulfill exactly what they desired and expected to 

see in Maoist China.  Yet despite the obvious care taken by the state to ensure the 

protection of China’s image, the Telquelians were able to see through their charade, 

which caused them to begin questioning, however slightly, their Maoist allegiances.  This 

is evident in the shift that occurred between the 1972 and 1974 China-centric issues of 

Tel Quel.  

 

1974: En Chine 

Tel Quel’s post-travel issue, En Chine, covered a narrower range of subjects than 

the previous China issues.  The issue concerns itself with analysis rather than activism or 

promotion of a certain idealized China and there are more theory-based articles.  The 
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issue heavily features the writings of the travelling members of the group (Sollers, 

Kristeva, and Pleynet), while the contributions from outsiders are far fewer than they 

were in Chine and Chine 2.  It is curious that Barthes did not have any articles published 

in this issue of the review, since he had a long history of publishing in the review and 

would continue to publish articles in future issues.  

 After reading the En Chine issue it becomes quite clear that the Telquelians had 

two goals in mind when writing this issue: (1) to provide insight into China’s situation 

based on their recent trip there; and (2) to provide theoretical justification and reasoning 

for the Cultural Revolution in order to dispel some of the myths surrounding it.  

Regarding the insights, it is notable that the three primary Telquelians chose very 

different topics to highlight in their post-travel articles.   

Sollers’ pieces tend to exhibit a focus that blends concrete observations with 

abstract visions of positive revolutionary forces at work or on display.  The concrete 

observations serve the purpose of describing the physical nature of China by pointing out 

things that were unexpected to him.  For example, he remarks that while there were 

obviously traces of “Soviet urbanism” left over in the larger cities, there were also new 

architectural structures being built in the “European” style (“À Propos” 5).  His tone in 

this sentence suggests that he is trying to convince his readers that China is improving, 

which assumes that the “European” model is superior and that it is (or should be) the 

ambition of all modernizing nations.  Further on in the issue, in a separate article, Sollers 

writes: “quand j’étais à Pékin, en mai, je m’étais étonné de ne pas voir dans les rues la 

campagne d’affichage que l’on pouvait voir très largement à Nankin, par exemple” 

(“when I was in Beijing, in May, I was surprised to not see in the streets the poster 
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campaign that one could see widely in Nanking, for example”) (“La Chine” 12).  It would 

be fair to claim that his shock at not seeing large character posters in Beijing was a result 

of his unfamiliarity with the course of the Cultural Revolution in Beijing, where by 1974 

it had largely become a power struggle among the top-ranking state officials.   

Sollers also makes less-literal observations based on the political and cultural 

environment that surrounded him in China that often come across as exaggerated praise 

for revolutionary China.  For example, he writes that China is the only serious enemy of 

those who use a religious or idealistic world vision as a tool to exploit others because 

China sets the example for any potential revolutionaries who have realized the 

exploitative nature of such a vision and wish to fight against it (“La Chine” 15).  

Although here he is clearly criticizing the Western world vision of democracy and 

capitalism for all, this argument could easily be turned around and used against the 

Cultural Revolution.  Mao had an extremely idealistic world vision that catered to his 

own ambitions and was using the Cultural Revolution as a means to exploit the Chinese 

people and force them to carry out his dream.  Since due to the nature of the Revolution, 

dissent from within was nearly impossible, it was up to the international community to 

piece together and realize the true nature of the Revolution and fight against it.  Sollers, 

ironically, rather than realizing the exploitative nature of the revolution and working to 

raise awareness against it, promotes it as an example.  He also writes: “j’étais frappé par 

cela en Chine: la capacité d’agir le présent et de réinterpréter le passé” (I was struck by 

this in China: the ability to perform the present and reinterpret the past”) (“Mao contre” 

18).  This statement refers to the manner by which the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) 

redefined Chinese history according to the Communist past in order to serve the purposes 
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of the Cultural Revolution, which in some ways is similar to the manner in which Sollers 

was taking the Cultural Revolution and reinterpreting it so that it made sense in the 

context of a French Communist struggle.  

Kristeva focused her attention on the women of China whom she observed and 

with whom she, to a very slight extent, interacted.  Like Sollers, she reflects the current 

state of affairs rather favorably.  She writes that “cette histoire du communisme chinois 

est aussi une histoire de libération des femmes” (“this history of Chinese communism is 

also a history of women’s liberation”) (“Les Chinoises” 27).  While valid to some extent, 

this statement is also an oversimplification of the situation.  It can be argued that the idea 

of achieving a purely socialist state would improve woman’s condition by erasing the 

differences between the sexes and replacing them with a uniform worker identity, which 

theoretically leads to everyone being treated as equals.  In the Chinese case, while there 

were some women in top Party positions, most of the campaigns of the Cultural 

Revolution were orchestrated by male officials.  Nevertheless, there was an attempt by 

the CCP guides to present women as having a significant role to play in the movement.  

As Kristeva writes, “dans tous les spectacles que j’ai vus en Chine, il n’y pas un seul 

héros: ce sont des héroïnes” (“in all the spectacles that I saw in China, there was not a 

single hero: there are only heroines”).  She defends this portrayal of women on stage by 

saying that while in China she also witnessed real-life Chinese women as rebels and as 

essential forces in the current stage of the Cultural Revolution (Kristeva, “Les Chinoises” 

28).  The CCP officials’ pointed efforts to comment on women’s roles and the 

improvement of women’s lives in China makes it seem as though they had previous 

knowledge that Kristeva was a feminist scholar and that they aimed for their country to 
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be positively portrayed in Kristeva’s publications. Despite the progress she witnessed, 

Kristeva still recognized that there was still a great deal which still needed to be done to 

achieve equality.  

 With this in mind, she also comes to the important realization regarding the vast 

differences between the feminist movement in France and that in which the Chinese 

women were engaged.   She concludes in “Les Chinoises à ‘contre-courant’” that it is 

“impossible de prendre leurs problèmes pour les nôtres” (“impossible to take their 

problems for our own”) (28).  This declaration can be interpreted to mean that because 

Western women experienced an entirely separate set of struggles than the Chinese 

women, it would be impossible for them to understand and engage in the same kind of 

fight.  Kristeva would go on to expand on the role of Chinese women in her 1975, book-

length publication Des Chinoises (About Chinese Women), which will be discussed later 

in this chapter.   

 Pleynet was less intent in making observations than he was on reflecting on his 

own experience in China and questioning the Westerners’ goals in visiting in China as 

well as the accuracy of any accounts he might write on the Cultural Revolution.  He notes 

his hesitancy to assert anything about the state of China and attributes it to the fact that 

during a visiting lasting only three weeks, “le minimum de rapport que l’on peut 

entretenir... avec l’énorme complexité de la réalité chinoise contemporaine, est 

incontestablement liée à la question de la langue” (“the minimum understanding that one 

can maintain… with the enormous complexity of the contemporary Chinese reality, is 

incontestably linked to the question of language”) (“Pourquoi la Chine” 37).  Bearing this 

in mind, Pleynet goes through China wary of accepting his own interpretations of what he 
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sees and hears, knowing that it has all been filtered through a state censor or translator.  

He writes that his motivation for going to China was the necessity to fight against dogma 

and question the preconceived notions the French had about China (“Pourquoi la Chine” 

31).  The awareness exhibited by Pleynet suggests that, unlike his Tel Quel colleagues, he 

was not expecting China to affirm beliefs that he had already established.  Rather, he was 

open to being challenged by what he saw and less willing to draw decisive conclusions 

from the artificially constructed China to which he had gained access.   

 The En Chine issue also tries to provide theoretical justifications and reasoning 

for the Cultural Revolution in order to dispel some of the myths surrounding it.  The 

Telquelians saw China as working toward a fully developed form of Marxism that could 

not be achieved without struggle, and even go on to boldly state that, in fact, “that which 

does not struggle is not Marxist” (Tel Quel, “Editorial” 3).  They further argue Mao’s 

worth as a theoretician.  They understandably emphasize that fact that it is impossible to 

understand from a Western academic point of view all of the difficulties faced by the 

Chinese unless one has read Mao’s philosophical writings (“Editorial” 3).  In his article 

“Mao contre Confucius,” Sollers states that Mao’s Cultural Revolution is a valid 

movement because of the ways in which it promotes the study of history and dialectic as 

a means of critiquing “l’idéalisme sous toutes ses formes” (idealism in all its forms) (12).  

It is ironic that Sollers praises the Revolution’s intent to destroy idealism because, 

essentially, Mao’s goal of creating a purely socialist China that fell completely under his 

control was in and of itself a completely unrealistic dream.  Sollers maintains, however, 

that the Cultural Revolution’s trajectory was not a failure, but rather a necessity, for he 

believed that the Chinese people’s idealism meant that a struggle against Confucianism 
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could only be met with violent resistance.  Putting down this violent resistance was 

Mao’s duty as it was the only way ensure the dictatorship of the proletariat and to avoid 

the rise of a new bourgeoisie (“Mao contre” 12-3).  The majority of the intellectuals 

writing for Tel Quel at this time came from bourgeois backgrounds, so their 

overwhelming support of a proletarian revolution that would bring down the bourgeois 

once again comes across as sounding quite naïve and contradictory.   

 The tone of this issue is much more personal than Chine or Chine 2, as well as 

significantly less radical.  The first-person je (I) is used throughout by all of the writers, 

and this ends up making the articles seem less assertive and, more aware of their own 

biases and oversights.  While critiquing a 1974 article about China that appeared in Le 

Monde, for example, the Telquelians wonder of the author: “Connaît-il le contexte? Sans 

doute aussi imparfaitement que nous” (“Does he know the context? Probably as 

imperfectly as we do”) (Sollers, “A Propos de” 5).  This can be seen as a subtle 

admission to the fact that as much as they thought they had prepared themselves, once 

they arrived in China they realized that the Chinese reality was not how they believed it 

to be and that perhaps their studies had mislead them.  The Tel Quel group also had to 

come to terms with the fact that the more they learned about the Cultural Revolution, the 

less certain their understanding of it became.  Sollers, for one, admits “Au fond, Mao et le 

parti chinois sont en train de donner à la révolution culturelle une ampleur beaucoup plus 

ambitieuse que l’on n’a cru” (“In reality, Mao and the CCP are in the process of giving 

the Cultural Revolution a much more ambitious scope than we had thought”) (“La Chine” 

12).  Furthermore, the Telquelians’ faith that an event like the Cultural Revolution could 

bring about the changes they sought for French society was also diminished.  Prior to 
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their trip to China, the Telquelians seemed to believe that a movement of such great 

magnitude  could usher in a new French society where the proletariat reigned and 

intellectuals thrived in a realm of absolute freedom; however, upon their return, they 

began to doubt that this was feasible or even desirable.  Kristeva expresses this doubt 

when she writes that “rien n’est joué, et rien ne garantit que les efforts actuels ne seront 

pas engloutis sous la marée du révisionnisme encore présent ou par un retour au système 

bourgeois” (“nothing has yet been played out, and nothing guarantees that the current 

efforts will not be swallowed up under the ever-present tide of revisionism or by a return 

to the bourgeois system”) (“La Femme” 23).  In short, the Telquelians were idealizing an 

outcome that had yet to materialize.   

Examining the issues of Tel Quel published on the subject of China and the 

Cultural Revolution provides a good example of the collective nature of their Maoist 

movement and reflects the image of the Telquelians that would have been projected to 

their contemporary audience.  The habit of the pieces in En Chine to blend the personal 

with the theoretical would be echoed in the individual works by Barthes, Pleynet, and 

Kristeva, which spanned several genres and appeared over the years following the 

group’s return to Paris.    

 

China in the Individual Publications of Telquelians 

  

The works covered in this section come from several genres including journals, 

theory, and fiction.  Writing these individual pieces gave the members of Tel Quel the 

chance to focus on and expand upon their own personal interests.  While Tel Quel did not 

always adhere strictly to the prescribed format of the review, there was a certain decorum 
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of style that had to be maintained.  By publishing independent works, the Telquelians 

were able to experiment with styles like the travel journal and the novel.  In addition to 

stylistic freedom, these works allowed their writers to write honestly without having to 

worry about maintaining the collective’s image.  The writers could express opinions that 

may not have been popular with the rest of the group as well as even critiques of their 

Telquelian colleagues.  These works also allow readers to better contextualize the 

changes of opinion that occurred between the 1972 and 1974 issues of Tel Quel by 

providing a detailed look at the China experienced by the Telquelians.  Those that were 

written or edited for publication years after the fact also provide the authors a chance to 

explain and come to terms with their own changes of opinion and to reflect upon that 

period of their life in order to determine their motivations and make judgments on their 

former selves.  This section will begin with an in-depth look at the respective travel 

journals of Roland Barthes and Marcelin Pleynet and discuss their objectives, their tones, 

and to what degree they were aware of their biases as Western intellectuals observing a 

completely foreign culture.  I will then discuss Kristeva’s principle works concerning her 

China experience.  The first is a nonfiction work titled Des Chinoises and the second 

book, Les Samouraïs, is a roman à clef in which the protagonist, Olga (based on Kristeva), 

at one point travels to China during the Cultural Revolution with a group of fellow 

writers.  After noting the differences, and some of the similarities, between Kristeva’s 

two works, I will also discuss the implications of publishing fiction versus publishing 

nonfiction.   
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The Travel Journals of Roland Barthes and Marcelin Pleynet 

 Roland Barthes, a literary theorist best known for his work on structuralism, was a 

friend of Sollers and a frequent contributor to Tel Quel throughout the publication’s 

twenty-year run.  He kept a detailed journal of the 1974 trip he took to China with Tel 

Quel’s editorial board.  This journal was later published in an edition that reproduced the 

journal true to its original format.  It often contains sentence fragments that Barthes jotted 

down without commentary and also includes several rough sketches he drew of some of 

the things he observed but could not describe in words.  

 Barthes’ Carnets du voyage en Chine adheres to the diary format in which it was 

written and its main objective is to provide a detailed and, for the most part, objective 

account of Barthes’ time in China. For the most part, Carnets reads as though it was 

intended only for the author’s own personal purpose of remembering his trip and gives 

little indication that it was intended for publication or extensively edited beforehand.  To 

achieve a faithful account of his time in China, Barthes made sure to make record of 

events as they happened in the moment.  He also provides a great deal of specific 

information about dates, times, places, the types of tea he drank, and verbatim 

transcriptions of presentations he attended.  He takes note of the beauty of Mao’s 

calligraphy written on the walls of almost every official building the Telquelians visited 

(39) and of the large banners that announce the Telquelians as “amis français” (“French 

friends”) and welcome them in various locations (37, 42). In reading these entries, it 

seems obvious that the abundance of Mao’s calligraphy adorning every surface was 

clearly done with the propagandistic intent of infiltrating the Chinese population’s 

thoughts at every moment, but to a foreigner visiting China at time who could not read 
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the text, the characters were simply stylistically intriguing.  Furthermore, knowing the 

hostile perception that many Westerners held towards  their country, the Chinese officials 

who organized Tel Quel’s trip would have used the friendly greeting banners as a way to 

counter any possible negative preconceptions in the hopes of being positively represented 

in the group’s publications upon their return to France.  It seems only fair to give Barthes 

the benefit of the doubt that he was able to see through much of this charade, but he 

makes no mention of it in his journal.  

 Barthes’ critical nature also shows through in his narrative, and at times he uses 

his journal as a place to provide a commentary that he cannot speak aloud during his visit 

because of the handlers present.  These passages are normally designated by brackets and 

vary in content from hypothetical musings to theoretical realizations.  While attending an 

event on “Camarades-Peintres-Paysans” (“Comrades-Painters-Peasants”), Barthes takes a 

moment from recording the presentation to observe their handlers.  He writes: “[Souvent, 

dans ces visites, les accompagnateurs – du lieu ou de l’Agence – prennent des notes.  

Peut-être la manie qu’ils semblent actuellement avoir… des enquêtes sociales]” (“Often, 

during these visits, the guides – from the place or the Agency – take notes.  Perhaps [this 

reflects] what seems to be their current obsession… [with] social inquiry”) (149).  His 

use of the word enquête is interesting because it is the French word used to indicate the 

Red Guard investigations into the Chinese countryside during the earliest stages of the 

Cultural Revolution.  It was also a term adopted by the French students in 1968-9 who 

tried to recreate the Red Guard investigations in their own country’s rural cities only to 

realize they were impossible and altogether useless.  In many ways, the Telquelians, by 

traveling to China, were engaged in their own sort of cultural enquête.  However, the 
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French visitors were as much the “other” to the Chinese hosts as the Chinese were to 

them.  Barthes clearly picks up on this in his journal, and this sense of feeling “othered” 

will be also be noted by Pleynet and Kristeva in their publications.  This feeling also 

forces Barthes to think critically about the question of China and how it is viewed as the 

“other” in the West.  He makes the interesting assertion that “Le bon regard est un regard 

qui louche,” which can have several interpretations based on how it is translated (192).  

The first part translates most literally into “the good gaze is a gaze that …” The verb 

loucher translates into “to squint”, but it can also have connotations of being cross-eyed.  

Using the first sense of the word, to squint, the phrase could be taken to mean that a 

proper picture of China cannot be obtained without concentrating and focusing sharply on 

the small details.  The second sense of looking at China through a cross-eyed gaze is 

perhaps more interesting and seems to imply that a foreigner is most likely to see an 

accurate representation of China if he is willing to distort his vision and look through a 

lens that refuses to see present things as they appear literally.  I would argue for the 

second translation, given that the idea of squinting suggests receiving a very narrow and 

limited perspective, whereas the cross-eyed look suggests removing the Western 

intellectual filter from one’s gaze and looking from a new, albeit uncomfortable, vantage 

point.   

The tone of Barthes’ Carnets, when he is not merely recording the highlights of 

his excursions, often comes across as judgmental and diagnostic.  The state of women 

and sexuality in China are two subjects on which he passes judgment.  During a 

presentation on the life of women before the Cultural Revolution, it was stated that under 

the Confucian mindset a higher degree of importance was placed on the man than on the 
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woman, but that thanks to the Cultural Revolution, woman have been liberated.  Barthes 

follows his notes on this presentation with the brief statement “Femmes toutes égales aux 

hommes” (“Women all equal to men”) (69).  This  generalization essentializes the 

situation of women in China and does not allow for any further investigation.  This lack 

of desire to further investigate or question the claims made about the situation was likely 

the response the Party authorities giving the presentation intended to evoke in their 

audience.   Given the critical tone taken up elsewhere in the article, it may be possible 

that Barthes was being tongue-in-cheek by unquestioningly declaring and accepting the 

intended message of the presentation, but the lack of further context makes it impossible 

to draw conclusions.  He does not discuss women or femininity any further except to later 

say that “il y trop de filles dans ce pays. Elles sont partout” (“there are too many girls in 

this country.  They are everywhere”) (163).  Barthes also makes speculations about 

sexuality in China, which is a subject that, obviously, was never discussed by their 

handlers.  For example, when he notices a “boy” standing next to him he begins to 

wonder about “Que fait-il dans la journée? Comment est sa chambre? Que pense-t-il? 

Quelle est sa vie sexuelle?” (“What does he do during the day? What is his bedroom like? 

What does he think? What is his sexual life?”) (46).  This speculation, along with his 

annoyance at the abundance of girls in the country, could be a reflection of Barthes’ own 

homosexuality.  

 Sexuality was clearly a taboo subject in China during the Cultural Revolution.  

When Barthes does try to bring up the issue of sexual tension among the young people 

actively working together in the revolutionary campaigns, he is told that the young people 

are oriented so diligently toward hard work, their studies, and healthy lifestyles, that the 
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idea of sexual liberty before marriage is considered immoral and is unacceptable to 

young people (49).  In addition to women and sexuality, Barthes also attempts to pass 

judgment on industry and production, critiquing the homogeneity of the workers and 

taking down statistics as they are recited to him. Ultimately, however, the subject of 

productivity levels before and after the Cultural Revolution bores him and he chooses 

instead to focus his attention for rest of that particular factory visit on admiring and 

describing the decor (57-58).   

 Barthes’ Carnets du voyage en Chine does give the impression that Barthes was 

aware not only of the fact that his group’s tour of China was strictly supervised, but also 

of the fact that his position as a French person was influencing his view and perception of 

things.  He discusses, for instance, the fact that he is, at all times, viewing China on three 

separate levels of perception.  First is the phenomenological level based on his first-

person experiences and observations, which he recognizes the “manière occidentale” 

(Western manner”) of looking at things.  Secondly is the structural level that attempts to 

answer or explain how everything works and the nature of the functioning state apparatus.  

The third level is political and involves studying the struggle between the various 

political lines and analyzing the Revolution (or asking if there even is one) (Barthes 78).  

While Barthes does not decisively state which level of perception is best or most accurate, 

his journal seems to be based mainly on the first, which perhaps as an outsider from the 

West with only a superficial view of China and the Cultural Revolution is all he is 

capable of doing.  Evidence of his knowingly being perceived as such an outsider is 

provided in a passage about a visit to a zoo where he remarks that he and his companions 

were “suivis lentement par cinquante personnes…nous regardons le Panda, cinquante 
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personnes nous regardent” (“followed slowly by fifty people…we watched the Panda, 

fifty people watched us”) (77).  Barthes’ travel narrative is interesting for the way in 

which it gives the reader an uncensored glimpse of his thoughts and creates for the reader 

a sense of Barthes’ true personality that comes out in the way he narrates his experiences. 

 The journal of Marcelin Pleynet, on the other hand, is much less candid, as he 

admits to rewriting it based on the notes that he took while he was in China in order to 

make it more readable.  Pleynet was a writer who served as Tel Quel’s editing director for 

the duration of its publication run.  Pleynet’s Le Voyage en Chine: chroniques du journal 

ordinaire, 11 avril-3 mai 1974: extraits was published in 1980 with an introduction by 

Pleynet that provided background on the trip as well as what he hoped to express through 

his text.  Unlike the unedited nature of Barthes’ journal, the language in Pleynet’s journal 

is more thoughtful and very reflective of his being a poet.   The journal is more concerned 

with providing testimony to what he witnessed in China than with providing an exact 

account of the trip.  In his introduction, Pleynet writes: “Les pages qui suivent 

reproduisent l’essentiel de ce que j’ai noté chaque soir” (“The following pages reproduce 

the essential of what I noted each night”) (14).  When reading any text, a reader must be 

aware that any information to which they have access is provided at the discretion of the 

author, which always leads to concern about what is being left out.  In this case, Pleynet 

explicitly tells the readers that what they are reading is only what he deemed essential, 

which implies that things have been cut.  The reasoning behind these omissions and their 

significance are up for speculation.  He cites an internal conflict about the value of an 

outsider’s interpretations of the Cultural Revolution as his reason for not publishing the 

journal sooner, but ultimately decides to publish to simply answer the question: “Qu’ai-je 
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donc vu et vécu en Chine?” (“What then did I see and experience in China?”) (14). 

Nevertheless, this directly stated goal does not totally relieve his uncertainty because he 

finds himself asking “Les micro-événements ici rapportés révolutionnent-ils quoi que ce 

soit et méritent-ils l’emphase d’une publication?” (“Are the micro-events recounted here 

revolutionary and do they merit publication?”) (17). Once again, a value judgment must 

be made by both the writers and the readers.  Clearly, in the end, Pleynet decided that 

these events did indeed merit publication, and for the reader who is familiar with 

Pleynet’s academic work and his articles on China in the Tel Quel issues, the publication 

certainly has worth because it illustrates a learning process and highlights the 

thoughtfulness with which one must approach the study of certain topics.   

 Pleynet’s journal also has a much less critical agenda than Barthes’, but that does 

not stop Pleynet from occasionally theorizing about the Chinese society that surrounds 

him or about the Cultural Revolution.  For example, Pleynet recounts a conversation he 

has one night with Kristeva and Sollers on the sexual repression of the Chinese people 

with whom they had interacted.  While we saw that Barthes was clearly occupied with 

speculating about the latent sexuality of Chinese young people, Pleynet insists (“j’insiste 

sur le fait que”) that, based on what he has been able to see, there are still Confucian 

morals at play which the bureaucratic revolutionary apparatus uses to its advantage to 

direct the easily-influenced young people toward activities that it deem more suitable (i.e., 

revolutionary rather than sexual activity) (33).  Another theory he presents also stems 

from a discussion among the Telquelians and concerns the struggles of the Cultural 

Revolution and why it has not moved forward as anticipated.  He writes that the internal 

struggle between two lines of thought within the overall struggle, which he describes as 
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being two-sided and dogmatic, prevents unification and therefore prevents any 

“mouvement réel” (“real movement) (42).  This observation could be a way for him to 

reference the disparities between Tel Quel’s members’ opinions, despite the fact that the 

group usually presented a collective stance on the issues it took up.  Pleynet, for example, 

distanced himself to some extent from the group’s Maoist doctrine, never embracing it as 

enthusiastically as, say, Sollers, but also participated in the Maoist Mouvement de juin 

1971 and its offshoot publications.  At the end of his journal, which includes a short entry 

written a few days after he arrived back in France from China, Pleynet admits that, based 

on what he witnessed, comparisons between France and China no longer seem relevant: 

“Au retour, et plus particulièrement ce matin au cours de cette promenade dans la 

campagne française, toute possible analogie avec la Chine disparaît et s’efface” (“Upon 

returning, and most particularly this morning over the course of this walk in the French 

countryside, any possible parallels with China disappear and fade”) (121).  Though he 

had this revelation back in 1974, the journal was not published until 1980, by which time 

Tel Quel had abandoned its Maoist leanings. This could be an indication of the caution 

Pleynet employed when publishing assertions that perhaps went against the collective’s 

current stance, for in 1974 some members of the publication were still trying to make 

Maoism work for the French. 

 Pleynet’s Le Voyage had a much more literary tone than Barthes’ journal did and 

he admits to not following the traditional structure of a travel journal.  He purposely 

rejects the form of his predecessors who wrote on China: “La tradition du voyage en 

Chine et des ouvrages d’informations et de savoir qui en rendent compte n’est pas ici 

[dans ce journal] respectée” (“The tradition of the voyage to China and of the informative 
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and scholarly manuals that report on that voyage is not respected here [in this journal]”) 

(13).  By not following the tradition of his predecessors, Pleynet is able to give a more 

personalized and subjective account of China.  However, his poetic language sometimes 

leads to an exoticization of China that is quite characteristic of Western travel narratives.  

This exotic representation is most blatantly demonstrated  when he writes about the first 

time that he really felt like he was seeing China.  He gives the following description of 

the place where the waters of the Huangpu River run into those of the Yangtze: “couleur 

des deux fleuves, rencontre des eaux que traversent des jonques brunes sous un ciel où 

filent quelques nuages gris” (“the color of the two rivers, the meeting of the waters 

traversed by brown junks under a sky in which a few gray clouds float”) (52).  With this 

description, he essentially becomes another tourist interested in the exotic calm of the 

Chinese countryside, a role he had been trying hard to avoid.  Finally, even though 

Pleynet prepared his manuscript before publishing it, it still carries the tone of a personal 

diary that was not intended for publication.  This confessional tone is illustrated by 

passages beginning with phrases such as “ce qui me touche” (“that which touches me”) 

(53) and declarations like “la Chine est pour moi riche en emotions de toutes sortes” 

(China is, for me, rich in emotions of all kinds”) (54).  The emotional responses that 

China evokes in him provide further evidence of the fact that although Pleynet aimed to 

distinguish his journal from other personal accounts of China, he allowed himself to be 

hypnotized by the exotic nature of the foreign.  

Despite the fact that Pleynet sometimes slips into the role of naïve tourist that he 

claims to resist actively, he is clearly aware of the biased gaze through which he, as a 

Frenchman and complete outsider, viewed China. He also seems aware that his writings 
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will not reflect an entirely true vision of China because he and the Telquelians were only 

being exposed to an artificially sterile China approved by the CCP.  He notes frequently 

that the Telquelians were under constant surveillance and how, even when they were 

given moments to themselves, they felt the need to keep their guard up. 

The travel journals of Barthes and Pleynet, though quite different, do provide 

useful insights into how French Maoists traveling to China during the Cultural 

Revolution perceived their surroundings.   Though journals are often considered valuable 

for the fact that they are written in such close proximity to an event (Marx-Scouras 14), 

those of Barthes and Pleynet are useful because, while they were written from as close as 

they could have physically gotten to the Cultural Revolution, in every other sense they 

were written from a distance too great to cross by airplane.  This distance illustrates not 

only the great lengths that the CCP took to ensure that the true extent of their campaign 

was not made evident to foreigners, but also the fact that the Telquelians’ views of China 

were founded on an illusion that had to be shattered before any true understanding of the 

situation could be developed.  Hourmant argues that the journals of Barthes and Pleynet 

are the natural responses to the “invitation au voyage” (“invitation to travel”) offered by 

China, which at the time (and to some extent at the present) the Western world saw as 

shrouded in mystery (“Le retour” 71).  In their own ways, the journals of Barthes and 

Pleynet both dispelled myths and created new ones.  The vision of China described in 

each work differs from the traditional, idealistic visions of China represented by previous 

travel writers and overly idealistic French Maoists, yet both of their narratives leave a 

great deal to the imagination.  They both force their readers to wonder: what was behind 

the cleverly constructed veneer created by the CCP officials who served as their guides?   
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Julia Kristeva: Between Theory and Fiction 

 Julia Kristeva is a feminist theorist, philosopher, and psychoanalyst who joined 

French intellectual circles in the late 1960s after moving to Paris from Bulgaria.  She 

quickly became an integral member of these circles and joined forces with Sollers and Tel 

Quel early on.  She is best known for her work in feminism and semiotics and remains 

extremely popular today thanks to her key role in the development of French feminism 

along with Hélène Cixous and Luce Irigaray in the 1970s.  Also, among all the 

Telquelians, it is her writing on China, particularly the nonfiction work, Des Chinoises, 

that is the most often discussed and sometimes criticized for the ways in which it portrays 

China and the Chinese population.  Marx-Scouras makes note of several scholarly 

complaints that have been made against Des Chinoises, which include trying to portray 

China as simply a mirror to the West, feminizing China as the West’s negative other, and 

promoting “postcolonial orientalism” through its positive investments in China (106-8).  

Rather than join the accusers, this thesis presents Des Chinoises as more of a learning 

experience for Kristeva and a sort of travel journal by proxy.  It will be analyzed in 

relation to Les Samouraïs, a novel that was published in 1990 and includes a chapter in 

which the protagonist takes a trip to China during the Cultural Revolution. 

 Des Chinoises is organized into two parts.  The first half, “De ce côté-ci” (“From 

this Side”), provides a look at gender relations in the West and the second, “Femmes de 

Chine” (“Chinese Women”), attempts to analyze the condition of women in China and to 

study gender relations there.  By writing based on her experience in the country, Kristeva 

attempts to portray the women of China without making it all about Western Liberal 

thought.  Kristeva clearly understood that there was a breach between Chinese and 
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Western cultures that had been previously ignored by Westerners writing on the China.  

She felt that they wrote about China as it conformed to their own Western ideology and 

that this often led to the problematic creation of a China that was either “comme nous” 

(“like us”) or “contre nous” (“against us”) (Des Chinoises 15).  Kristeva’s work 

attempted, by being thoroughly aware of this bias, to provide as accurate a representation 

as possible.  Kristeva writes that “Ce n’est pas la peine d’aller en Chine pour fermer les 

yeux” (“It’s not worth it go to China if one insists on closing one’s eyes”) (Des Chinoises 

15-16; About 12), and while her eyes may have been naïve, they were certainly open and 

ready to engage with their surroundings rather than passively observe.  Furthermore, 

while the book clearly attempts to provide an accurate representation of Chinese women 

based on Kristeva’s own interpretations, it does not claim to pronounce any “vérités plus 

ou moins concluantes sur la vie et le développement de la famille et de la femme chinoise 

en ce moment même” (“conclusive truths about the life and the development of the 

Chinese family and the Chinese woman at this particular moment”) (Des Chinoises 180; 

About 159).  This admission makes it evident that, even though she was in the country, 

the same distance that separated Barthes and Pleynet from their subjects prevented 

Kristeva from forming a clear picture of all the implications of the Cultural Revolution on 

gender relations.  Such clear pictures can, essentially, only be created in hindsight.   

 Throughout Des Chinoises, Kristeva displays a high-level of self-awareness, 

frequently realizing herself as the “other” while she in China.  As a foreigner, she is not 

privy to all of the complexities that affect the lives of Chinese women.  Moreover, as a 

writer, she is limited by what her words are able and unable to express.  For instance, she 

worries that she cannot truly “écrire ces voix de Chinoises: basses jusqu’à l’inaudible 
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dans la conversation, vibrantes veloutées dans la poitrine et le ventre” (“write the voices 

of Chinese women: vibrant, velvety [in the chest and the belly], so low as to be almost 

inaudible in conversation”) nor can she write their faces, bodies, or laughter (Des 

Chinoises 178; About 158).  The written word merely serves as a symbol of these 

elements and in turn expresses them only through the author’s voice rather than through 

the voices of the women to whom they belong.  Though this inability to “write” the 

Chinese women is presented as a concern of Kristeva’s, her attempts at describing that 

which she cannot write end up portraying the Chinese women as a symbol of the exotic 

by pointing out the ways in which they are different and unique.  Kristeva goes so far as 

to imply that Chinese women are the ones responsible for the hope in China that “tout est 

encore possible – aussi bien l’échec… que l’invention d’un socialisme nouveau” 

(“everything is possible – including failure… including the invention of a new socialism”) 

(Des Chinoises 180; About 160).  Despite this othering representation of Chinese women, 

Kristeva appears to have good intentions and acknowledges her narrative’s shortcomings.   

The main conclusion of Des Chinoises echoes the statement Kristeva made in the En 

Chine issue of Tel Quel about Westerners’ inability to take on the problems of Chinese 

women as their own.  She states that “souvent me domine l’impression que leurs 

problèmes… n’ont rien à voir avec les nôtres” (“often I have the impression that the 

problems of Chinese women… have nothing to do with ours”) and that they arise from 

completely different cultural bases: feudalism and Confucianism in China versus 

monotheism and capitalism in the West (Des Chinoises 223; About 197).  Nonetheless, 

Kristeva remarks on the similarities in the reactions of women in both countries to their 

respective problems.  The reactions include seeking legitimacy from a paternal function, 
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“l’impossible rapport de la fille à la mere” (“the impossible relationship between mother 

and daughter”), and “l’appel suicidaire de la jouissance polymorphe devant l’effritement 

de l’entente sociale” (“the suicidal appeal of a polymorphic sexuality in the face of the 

crumbling social order”) (Des Chinoises 224; About 197).  This description relies heavily 

on the language of French psychoanalysis and is a very Western interpretation of the 

situation.  This conclusion, therefore, reads as Kristeva’s attempt to reconcile the 

important realization about the reality of women’s condition in Cultural Revolution 

China with her background in feminist theory, Freud, and psychoanalysis. 

 Les Samouraïs, as a work of fiction, presents very differently than the works 

previously discussed in this thesis.  It tells the story of Olga, Kristeva’s representation of 

herself, a young woman who moves from Eastern Europe to Paris where she meets Hervé 

Sinteuil, who represents Philippe Sollers, and becomes involved in the “révolte 

permanente” (permanent revolt) of French intellectuals who regard themselves as modern 

samurais. In 1974, Olga, along with a group of associates from the publication 

Maintenant (Now), travels to China, a country that she regards with fascination for “son 

étrangeté absolue sous la forme d’un géant aussi civilisé qu’attardé” (“its absolute 

strangeness in the form of a giant as civilized as it is outmoded”) (196).  Olga believes 

that having arrived in Paris as a foreigner from the “East” she will be more at ease in 

China and therefore able to understand it better than her cohorts: “Longtemps la France 

avait été sa Chine à elle: un pays d’exil peut vous libérer” (“For a long time, France had 

been her China: a country of exile can liberate you”) (196).  With this in mind, Olga goes 

forward optimistically with the trip to China.  That the narrative which follows is a 

fictionalized account published many years after Tel Quel’s trip and after the end of the 
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Cultural Revolution has several implications, the first being that the passage of time leads 

to a loss of certain memories and the gaining of hindsight.  Kristeva is distanced by 

several years from the memories she recounts in the book, which means that they 

inevitably have lost some of their intensity and accuracy.  Knowing the outcome of the 

Cultural Revolution would also impact the course of the narrative allowing it to be more 

definitive in its statements than the works written during or immediately the trip.  

Moreover, writing Les Samouraïs as a novel allows Kristeva a certain freedom to voice 

unpopular or negative views because it can be defended as fiction.  This represents 

another way, in addition to the passage of time, that Kristeva is distanced from the text. 

 Kristeva uses Olga to represent herself as young student and writes of the 

protagonist’s hopeful naïveté with hints of nostaglia.  Based on the experiences and 

sincere musings that are described in Des Chinoises, Kristeva seems to be portraying 

herself fairly accurately through Olga, acknowledging the young student’s hesitancy in 

accepting all that she sees at face value: “Alors que les Chinois nous signifient quoi, 

exactement? Que tout est dans les apparences et qu’ailleurs il y a un autre monde 

impénétrable” (“So what do the Chinese signify to us, exactly? That everything is in 

appearances and that elsewhere there is another impenetrable world”) (216).  The phrase 

“tout est dans les apparences” mirrors the sentiment–reflected in all the of previously 

discussed travel pieces and in Kristeva’s other works on China–that the Telquelians were 

seeing nothing but a surface image of China that had been polished and perfected by the 

Party officials.  Furthermore, the impénétrable nature of China’s “autre monde” reflects 

the idea that the Westerners’ view is limited based on their lack of knowledge about the 

language and cultural nuances.  Olga also tends to repeat the actions Kristeva describes in 
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Des Chinoises, such as admiring the Chinese people she sees for their otherness.  Of a 

group of Chinese children, for example, Olga exclaims: “Les petits Chinois, c’était autre 

chose. Beaux: ovale, parfait, joues mimosa, deux fentes penchées à la place des yeux, et 

des petites bouches remplies de chants, de rire.” (“The Chinese children, that was 

something else. Handsome: oval, perfect, mimosa cheeks, two slants in place of eyes, and 

the little mouths filled with singing and laughter”) (253).  Once again, an exoticized 

portrayal of the Chinese is clearly expressed, yet dismissed as simply taking a positive 

interest in the people.  

 Kristeva also describes a few of her Telquelian colleagues, most notably Sollers 

(as Hervé Sinteuil) and Barthes (as Armand Bréhal).  Hervé’s enthusiasm for all things 

China does not come across as too uncharacteristic of Sollers, who wholeheartedly 

embraced the Maoist movement for France, as was evidenced by his Tel Quel pieces.  

Bréhal’s perception of China through the “microscope of his research on languages” (198) 

reflects the diagnostic tone of Barthes’ travel journal.  Moreover, this personality trait 

that showed through in Barthes when he decided that wallpaper was more interesting than 

a presentation appears again when the group from Maitenant arrives at the pavillion de la 

Stèle, which houses the tombs of the Ming emperors, and Bréhal declares “Je préfère 

rester dans l’autobus, on voit mieux d’ici” (“I prefer to stay on the bus, one sees better 

from here”) (217).  This fictional portrayal of the Telquelians is noteworthy, because 

after one has  read the nonfiction works they wrote on about their trip, the personalities of 

the characters in Les Samouraïs seem to come alive with a complexity that would not 

necessarily be evident to a casual reader of the novel.   
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Conclusion 

 The Telquelians’ Maoist affair reflects the historical trend of French intellectuals 

aligning themselves with leftist political movements.  It also could be seen as 

representative of France’s tendency to exoticize the other, which grew out of its 

imperialist history in Africa and Indochina.  However, as the readings presented in this 

chapter suggest, accepting political movements from abroad simply for their novelty is 

highly problematic.  Though the Telquelians never tried to put their Maoist philosophy 

into practice, their earlier pieces on the movement from the 1972 issues of Tel Quel 

essentialized not only Maoism, but also the experience of Chinese citizens living through 

the Cultural Revolution.  In an attempt to reinforce their pro-China position with some 

experience, the group travelled to China to gain knowledge about the mechanics of the 

revolution so that they could bring it back and apply it France.  Thanks to a cadre of CCP 

officials who served as their guides, the harsh realities of the Chinese Cultural Revolution 

were never exposed to the Telquelians outright.  However, their collective experience 

there enlightened them to the limitations imposed on them as foreigners in the country.  

Just as the historical and cultural context from which Maoism and the Cultural 

Revolution developed could never be conceived of in France, the mindset of the 

Telquelians, shaped by their own experiences and backgrounds in French theory, could 

reveal only a partial, superficial version of the Chinese reality.  Yet it was through the 

writing processes that took place during their trip to China (in the travel journals), shortly 

after the trip (in the En Chine issue of Tel Quel and Kristeva’s Des Chinoises), and many 

years after the trip (in Les Samouraïs), that the Telquelians were able acknowledge and 

identify their limitations and approach the situation from new angles and new 
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perspectives they had never previously considered.   Therefore, by forcing them to take a 

step back from themselves, the writings produced by Sollers, Pleynet, Kristeva, and 

Barthes helped them develop a deeper understanding of the Chinese situation than they 

ever could have from their Chinese studies or their trip to China alone.  
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Conclusion 

 

 A social or political movement is not created within a vacuum, nor is the ideology 

which propels it.  It exists, rather, in relation not only to the historical past of its country 

of origin, but also to members of the global community, each of whom will regard and 

interpret the movement based on their own historical, social, and cultural norms.  The 

two events discussed in the first chapter of this thesis demonstrate the interplay that can 

occur between two entirely different movements occurring in vastly different contents.  

The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution in China was a massive project through which 

Mao mobilized the Chinese nation in the hopes of creating a new, purely socialist state 

ruled by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP).  The state tightly censored information 

that left the country, allowing only that which portrayed a very positive image of Mao’s 

revolution and of the optimistic revolutionary spirit to be disseminated internationally.  

Though the state kept the population of China isolated in a bubble of propaganda and 

control, the Cultural Revolution quickly attracted attention from international journalists 

and scholars who had never witnessed such a campaign coming from a country as novel 

to them as China.  Meanwhile, a shaky political climate in France combined with social 

unrest created the perfect atmosphere for the eruption of multiple social movements in 

May 1968.  The French students behind the movements undoubtedly drew inspiration 

from France’s long history of protests, and revolts, most particularly from the Revolution 

of 1789.  Some also looked to the Cultural Revolution, which, according to the CCP-

controlled reports to which they would have had access, seemed to be a perfect model to 

emulate.  This led groups of disillusioned cells of Maoist students in France to promote a 
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cause that was completely disconnected from their reality.  Fortunately, the extent to 

which these Maoist student groups were able to mobilize was minimal enough that there 

existed no real danger of their effecting any real change.  However, their actions were  

notable for the enthusiasm for and misguided knowledge of the foreign ideology that 

inspired them.   

 It was not just heated university students who took up the Maoist cause in France 

during this time.  In 1972 when the Telquelians became vocal supporters of the Cultural 

Revolution, French Maoism had become more of an intellectual proclivity than an 

activist cause.  Instead of trying to incite violence and protests in the countryside, French 

intellectuals at this time studied China and the Cultural Revolution, which led to their 

dabbling in Maoism.  China was seen as an interesting country of study both for its 

unique political situation and its culture that was completely other to them.  The secular 

and social structures were entirely different from those with which the French 

intellectuals were familiar, and France had a long history of exoticizing East Asian 

countries. For the Tel Quel group, it took travelling to China and leaving their haven of 

French academia to understand the real implications of supporting Maoism and the 

Cultural Revolution out of its intended context.  These implications were illustrated 

through the evolution of the Tel Quel review pre- and post-travels and the critical 

observations offered in the individual publications of Marcelin Pleynet, Roland Barthes, 

and Julia Kristeva.    
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Relation to the Present 

Even today, nearly forty years since the conclusion of these events, both the 

Cultural Revolution and the events of May 1968 remain relevant.  Each has had a very 

deep, though very different, impact on the society in which it took place.  In France, the 

myth of May 1968 represents a period of time that is celebrated and still embedded in  

national collective memory.  May 1968 has become shorthand for a now-idealized period 

of rebellion.  To invoke that narrative has very specific connotations which are clearly 

understood by everyone familiar with the time period.  The Cultural Revolution, on the 

other hand, remains a taboo topic in China.  Those who lived through the period are still 

affected by the traumatic memories and younger generations who have no direct 

connection to the Cultural Revolution see no reason to bring up such a horrific time 

period.  Dwelling on this past serves only to bring up old dissentions and reopen healing 

wounds.  It also represents a past to which China does not wish to return as it moves 

forward in its development.  That being said, much as Godard used La Chinoise to 

portray critically the movements of the Maoist French students, so have a number of 

Chinese directors tried to portray the period of the Cultural Revolution through film.  

During the Cultural Revolution, filmmaking, like all forms of creative expression, was 

extremely censored by the state.  Films produced during this time tended to praise the 

Cultural Revolution and idolize the Red Guards.  Today, the propagandistic nature of 

these films is quite obvious.  However, about a decade after the end of the Cultural 

Revolution, a group commonly referred to as “fifth-generation” filmmakers began 

making films that confronted the truths about the people’s lives during the Cultural 

Revolution (“Cultural Revolution” 134-5).  These films portray the experiences of the 
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“lost generation” that grew up during the Cultural Revolution and serve as mechanisms to 

help them cope with a traumatic time period.  A couple notable films that fit this 

description are Farewell my Concubine (dir. Chen Kaige, 1993) and China, My Sorrow 

(dir. Dai Sijie, 1998).  It is notable that these later films do not try to mythologize or 

celebrate the Cultural Revolution the way that the films that portray the events of May 

1968 tend to do.  The making of such critical films about the Cultural Revolution 

represent the eagerness of the Chinese population to move past the authoritarian politics 

of the Maoist era. 

 Today in France, Maoism is no longer viewed as being a relevant political 

ideology.  A few intellectuals, like Alain Badiou, still vaguely hold on to their former 

beliefs, but they remain marginal.  The Telquelians, like the French Maoists before them, 

abandoned their Maoists ideologies and went on to become intellectual celebrities. 

However, some of them, like Philippe Sollers and Julia Kristeva, continued to be 

influenced by their former Chinese studies.  Kristeva even made a return trip to China in 

2009.  During this trip, Kristeva delivered a lecture at the Tong Ji University of Shanghai.  

In her lecture, Kristeva states that during her initial trip to China, she felt discouraged by 

the persistence of the Soviet model, as well as the CCP’s disdain for individual thought. 

Further on in the speech, she describes how she noticed the remarkable differences 

between the present-day China she was visiting and the China she visited in 1974.  She 

praises the noticeable globalization, skyscrapers, entrepreneurial spirit, and a lack of 

uniformity (“Une Européenne”).  However, she recognizes that the high degree of state 

control is still troubling.  In 2010, Kristeva awarded the Prix Simone de Beauvoir pour la 

liberté des femmes (Simone de Beauvoir Prize for the Liberty of Women) to two Chinese 
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women, Xiaoming Ai and Jianmei Guo, for their promotion of women’s rights in China.  

During a lecture given at a conference relating to the prize, Kristeva remarked that 

China’s struggle for women’s rights still has a long way to go, but there is an 

acknowledgement that the French must “éviter aussi de négliger la diversité chinoise 

comme le font ceux qui tentent d'imposer de l'extérieur nos conceptions de la démocratie 

et des droits des hommes et des femmes”(“also avoid neglecting the diversity of the 

Chinese as do those who attempt to impose from outside our conceptions of democracy 

and the rights of men and of women”)(“Notre Longue”).  Thirty-five years ago, prior to 

her first visit to China, Kristeva might not have acknowledged such a fact.  This change 

demonstrates  Kristeva’s more informed understanding about the true nature of France-

China relations.  

 

This Study’s Larger Implications 

The research in my thesis contributes to the growing field of research on the 

French Maoists by highlighting the movement’s significance as more than just an often- 

overlooked splinter group.  It also provides a unique comparative analysis between two 

seemingly unrelated events: the Cultural Revolution and the French student movements 

of May 1968.  However, the French student Maoists, by invoking the Cultural Revolution 

and the Red Guards during their campaigns, brought together the two events and created 

a foundation for meaningful comparison.  The thesis also provides a more in-depth look 

at a time in Tel Quel’s history that, while crucial to the group’s intellectual development, 

is not often examined critically.  Marx-Scouras hypothesizes that the Telquelians’ period 

of Maoist involvement is very “likely to embarrass the academics and littérateurs who 
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admire Barthes and Kristeva” today, and who ignore or dismiss that period in their 

studies of the group (109).   

The Cultural Revolution era represents only a brief period of interaction between 

France and China.  However, a chronologically expanded version of this project could go 

on to further investigate France’s historical ties to China as well as its more recent 

relations with China.  A historical perspective would benefit from tracing the history of 

French imperialism in Indochina and examining the ways in which the accounts written 

by French travelers and colonizers led to the exoticization of the region.  These early 

depictions of the region paved the way for more contemporary French sinophiles who 

were raised on images of China as a mysterious, foreign, and entirely “other” land.  After 

the end the Cultural Revolution and the reforms of Deng Xiaoping, China steadily 

became an increasingly important player in the international sphere.  Today, France’s 

interactions with China tend to form out of diplomatic or economic concerns, just as they 

do with other developed nations.  Nevertheless, despite China’s potential as a rising 

global power, French nostalgia for a China of the past has not entirely subsided.      

 The scope of the project could also be broadened to explore the seeds of Maoist 

development abroad, outside of the French context in a comparative perspective.  One 

possible course of study could examine the conditions that made Maoist development 

popular in France, but not in a place like the United States, a fellow liberal democracy 

with whom France has had relatively cooperative relations.  This research would focus on 

a few fundamental differences between the two countries.  First, the United States does 

not share France’s history of East Asian expansionism.  Second, the French and 

American opinions on communism as a political ideology differ significantly.  In France, 
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the Parti Communiste Français (PCF) has been around since the 1920s and is considered 

to be a valid party option for political candidates.  Many French intellectuals, such as the 

ones discussed in this thesis, have also supported the party at one time or another.  Today, 

it is still common for the PCF to put forward candidates during elections.  Meanwhile, 

politics in the United States has always been very suspicious of communism.  The 

aggressive nature of the Red Scare and McCarthyism during the 1940s and 50s officially 

branded communism as a threat to democracy that had no place in American politics.  In 

any present-day election, a Communist candidate would not be taken seriously and would 

likely fall victim to discursive marginalization by both major parties as well as public 

interest media.  The U.S. distrust of the Soviet model and of communism would have 

made it extremely unlikely that Maoism would ever be viewed as more than an extremist 

movement that belonged in China where it was developed.  Finally, the tight-knit nature 

of Left Bank intellectualism in France made the dissemination of radical ideas among the 

French elite fairly easy, whereas in the United States this sort of phenomenon did not 

occur and the figure of the public intellectual was much more elusive.  Fringe Maoist 

groups certainly existed in the United States and other Western countries, but French 

Maoism is unique for the backing it received from major intellectual figures. 

 

Concluding Remarks 

 This thesis highlights the limitations of an outsider’s perspective on a given 

situation.  Making value judgments about a foreign experience without the proper social, 

historical, cultural, and linguistic context can be, as the Telquelians learned, quite 

problematic.  While taking a step back and approaching it with a macro lens is certainly 
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valuable with an event like the Cultural Revolution, to do so as a foreigner requires 

careful consideration.  The critical observer must acknowledge his or her own 

background as a source for bias as well as the possibility of misinterpreting certain 

elements.  The Telquelians experienced this revelation when they returned home from 

Paris and realized that they could not necessarily apply their Western academic traditions 

and theories to what they had witnessed in China.  

 Additionally, this thesis demonstrates what occurs when, despite these limitations, 

a foreign group chooses to blindly adopt an ideology, like Maoism, that was not intended 

for export.  While the French cross-cultural experimentation left no lasting damage, 

looking back at the various Maoist cells, their naïveté was clear.  The French Maoists 

adopted an ideology that had yet to be proven effective in its own country, and adapted it 

to fit their own needs.  They haphazardly employed in France the strategies that  

Chairman Mao developed specifically to usher in his vision of a new China to bring 

about their vision of a new state.  Due to France’s relatively secure social and political 

structures, these active student Maoist cells were mainly ignored by the general 

population and their actions led to little more than small-scale violence and a few arrests.  

However, in a less-developed country where conditions are less stable, a handful of small, 

radical cells could quickly gain momentum and cause widespread, negative consequences.  

For example, insurgent Maoists cells in India and Nepal have managed to garner quite a 

bit of attention in recent years.  In both cases, the Maoist groups employ violence in 

attempt to gain political momentum and have become security threats to the governments 

of their respective countries (Mahadevan; Poudyal, Jimba, and Wakai).  These groups 

have been criticized for their so-called Maoist ideologies by Chinese officials who 
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believe that their actions do not hold true to the original ideology.  Once again, the 

warning that Maoism is an ideology unintended for export seems applicable.  Therefore, 

in today’s world where information sharing is nearly effortless, the French affair with 

Maoism serves as a lesson in fact-checking and self-awareness to any contemporary 

scholars or activists who are engaging with foreign ideologies.   
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